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Although this is our final edition, nothing is ever really finalized.
We’ve had one hell of a long ride, and though we would love to
travel on, we are coming to the end of our line. We want to thank
every author, poet, artist, and especially our readers who have
supported us over these past few and trying years. You’ve been
fucking amazing.
For everyone hitching a ride on the final caravan of twisted
tales, there ain’t no going back. Strap in tight, ‘cause you got a
long, bumpy drive.
Weasel
The Dude
Sinister Stoat Press
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when you became a cannibal
i cooked my body
for you,
i sautéed my innards,
leaving them pink and steaming
and soft, so they will
melt upon your tongue
i placed them in your bowl,
made from the back of my skull
with the napkins i sewed
from my skin and hair
and for your dessert, my brain
which I pureed into a pudding
—Emily Ramser
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Otherworldly

Heather Santo
Liz shielded her watch from the sun and checked the time. They
had plenty of daylight left to get back to the car. She pulled a
water bottle from her backpack and took a swig. Katie walked
about twenty feet ahead at a steady pace. The sun cast a long, thin
shadow in front of her, and the red and tan striations of sandstone
dipped down and rippled upward, cupping her friend in a colorful
open palm.
“Katie, wait up!”
Her friend slowed, casting a glance over one shoulder. Since
arriving at the Wave, she’d been quiet, contemplative. Liz increased
her speed to a jog, sweat rolling down her temples. She reached
her friend’s side and offered the water bottle.
“You okay?”
“Yeah.” Katie took a drink from the bottle. They stood for a
few moments, not speaking. The landscape spiraled around them,
an ocean of burning sunset hues. Clouds above mimicked the
movement of the ground, white and gray swirls muting the blue
July sky.
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The stillness was almost unsettling.
“Thanks again for coming with me,” Katie said finally. “I know
I haven’t been much fun to be around lately.”
Liz took the water bottle back from her friend. “Don’t mention
it,” she said. “Divorce isn’t easy. I don’t expect you to act like it
never happened.”
Kate tugged idly at the brim of her. Her eyes looked far off into
the horizon, at some infinite point in front of them. “I’ve wanted
to hike here for years. This place,” she said, “I’m not sure what I
expected, but it feels, I don’t know, otherworldly.”
Nodding, Liz slid the bottle into her backpack. There had been
a noticeable shift in her friend, and since arriving at the Wave, the
strangeness of the landscape had amplified it.
“You sure you’re okay?” Liz asked again.
“Yeah.” Katie answered too quickly. “I just feel, I don’t know.”
She faltered, and then started again. “Like something is about to
happen.”
“Like what?”
“I don’t know,” Katie said. Squinting her eyes, she pointed
toward the horizon. “Wait, what’s that?”
Liz looked up, at first seeing only the dizzying, overlapping
channels of striped sandstone. “No, up there!” Katie said. Liz lifted
her eyes and saw something inexplicable, strange and unnatural in
the middle of their strange and natural surroundings.
Three large objects hung suspended in the sky. To Liz, they
looked like dark, ragged flaps of fabric, each about as large as a
ship’s sail. The objects undulated as if moving in the wind, but the
air around Katie and Liz remained still.
“What the fuck are those?” Liz’s voice was a small, frightened
whisper.
“I don’t know,” Katie replied, transfixed. She took a few tentative
steps forward. “What are you doing?” Liz demanded, grabbing her
arm.
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Katie shook her off.
“I need to see.”
“Katie, stop.” Liz grabbed for her arm again, but Katie took off
at a full run in the direction of the floating objects. Liz ran after
her, knowing she would not be able to catch her. Katie was a good
six inches taller than Liz, lean and a veteran marathon runner.
The flapping sails grew in size as they gained distance, Liz
lagging several yards behind her friend. Once they reached about
a football field length from what Liz now recognized as objects
not from this world, a massive shockwave hit the desert, throwing
both women to the hard, red ground.
Liz screamed, felt the tension in her vocal cords, but heard no
sound. She writhed on the ground, clutching her ears. When she
pulled her hands away, they were covered with blood.
Sitting up, she licked salty dust from her lips and saw Katie
laying several feet in front of her. She crawled to her friend and
shook her violently, yelling her name. The only sound she heard
was a loud, metallic ring in her ears.
A large, dark shadow fell over both women. Liz’s head snapped
up and she lost control of her bladder. All three objects had closed
the distance between them and now floated directly overhead.
Their size, incomprehensively massive, blocked the sky.
Paralyzed by fear, Liz could only watch next to her unconscious
friend, and then the world went black.
In what felt like a hazy, drug-induced dream, Liz was strapped
to a metal table. A harsh white light shone in her eyes and she
was vaguely aware of someone, something, in the room with her. A
long, thin figure bent over her and pricked her arm with a sharp
needle. She tried to scream, but her body refused to respond to
any commands from her terrified brain. Tears stung her eyes, and
in the corner of her vision, she saw Katie on a table next to her.
When Liz awoke, she was no longer at the Wave. She and Katie
were now lying in the middle of a dirt road, not far from the Wire
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Pass Trailhead. Her head ached as if from a bad hangover, and her
mouth was cracked and dry.
“Katie,” she croaked. “How did we get here?”
Her friend blinked confused, unfocused eyes and shook her
head. “I don’t know. What time is it?”
Liz looked at her watch. Five hours had passed since she had last
checked the time.
“Hey, over there!” a voice called. “Are you okay?”
Both women turned. A man wearing a bright yellow SEARCH
AND RESCUE shirt jogged toward them.
“Are your names Katie and Liz?” he asked, crouching next to
them. Liz greedily took the bottle of water he offered. The man’s
hands were deeply lined and smelled like the desert.
“Yes,” Katie said raggedly, taking the bottle from her friend.
“I think we got lost.” Liz looked at her watch again. “We were at
the Wave about five hours ago.”
The man sat back on one knee and studied them. “Five hours
ago? We got the call five days ago that you’d gone missing. You two
are very lucky to be alive!”
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A stroll through nightmarish streets
Crows caw through the lustrous moonlit evening.
They nip away at the full moon leaving only its pale,
crescent carcass.
I walk the streets on this temperate night.
It seems the sky has adopted a more
crimson complexion
The owl’s eyes seem larger than itself
They peer through me with a wise gaze.
The sharp, sudden crack of a shattering skull startles
me, I stride towards the scraping noise to find the snowy,
silk flesh of a young daughter stripped from her bones,
red stained teeth ripping at its tenderness
Have the neighbors always been so cannibalistic ?
Perhaps they’ve always been on this strict diet
I stroll through the forest this fair night
wondering why
my dear friends are falling like leaves through autumnal
winds, plummeting
serenely, as they gaze at me
with the gentle eyes of drowned corpses
I saunter through tall trees and wailing winds
I see her not too far, the woman
whose love for me drowns oceans
and burns flames to ash
I remember beautiful lilac eyes above her smile
Now i stare into black sockets that seem to emulate
the death of stars, as I approach her
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Something’s strange here, different...
This flimsy reality seems to shake at the slightest
Push. a simple touch and I watch as
This world dissolves to black, leaving me
Falling….
—Sankara “Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai
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Vaguely Sinister Clowns
All the malls have certainly changed,
Full of rubbish, screaming children,
And sinister clowns, baring their teeth
Between pale red lips, watching me, mockingly,
Intently, like pinkly-bewigged gangs at twilight
Loitering with murderous intent.
Obviously clowns are not what they
Used to be: death mask make-up
Slathered on like sour pie cream,
No craft, no art, not much color,
All sweating something foul
Like spoiled, greasy butter.
The circus is over,
The masks are off
But the face of Bozo still grins
Into his dressing room mirror
While coldly loading his revolver.
—Thomas White
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Malocchio

Erik Bergstrom
Sitting in the witch’s sweltering apartment, I wrap my fingers
around Grandma Rosie’s cornuto necklace and pray for the first
time in twenty years. I know it doesn’t make sense, a lapsed
Catholic like me waiting to be healed by a pagan spiritualist, but
desperation makes girls do nonsensical things. I’ve gone blind after
a trip to Italy and listening to the witch’s cuckoo clock counting
down to permanent darkness isn’t helping.
Grandma Rosie calls the witch a strega. Maybe that’s more
“P.C.”, I’m not sure. Grandma Rosie says she has the power to heal
my blindness. I’m not sure about that, either.
“Just a few moments more, Sophie,” says the girl who let me in.
From how she sounds, I’m guessing she’s about my age. Dark hair.
Brown eyes. All girls in South Philly look the same.
I’ve been around the world since growing up here, heading first
to Calgary and one of the last parapsychology schools left in the
world, then to the U.K. for studies in remote viewing. Then it
was off to Naples last week for the Pizza and a Ghost party, or
whatever the hell that was. South Philly’s got some fine spots for a
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slice of pie, but when I’d gotten that letter from Sig. T. Tenebroso
to come explore Pizzeria Anziana San Martino, the alleged “oldest
pizzeria in the world”, how could I refuse?
The girl’s walking through the room now, acting like I’m not
here. Like I can’t smell her Gucci Bamboo perfume or hear her
footsteps over the creaking hardwood. It’s times like these, honing
my better senses, where I think I’m able to handle this no-seeing
gig. Then I remember the things I still see in the darkness, whether
I’m in a quiet bed or out on the hot, uneven sidewalks where street
vendors shout over car horns about their world-class gyros and
cheesesteak. Things I first saw floating outside that pizzeria, and
then in the rooms built beneath it, hundreds of years ago.
“She’ll see you now,” the girl says. I thank her and stand, fighting
the strange silence between us, hoping I don’t have to ask.
Then I give in.
“Could you…help me find it?”
Her footsteps come to me. She drapes her arm around mine
and I follow her down the hall like a horse at the end of a leadrope. I can already smell the musky wisteria and nearly feel the oils
dripping down the walls as I come nearer to, and then enter, the
witch’s room.
The girl seats me in a deep-backed chair. She introduces me
to the witch, tells her I’ve gone blind. There’s no response at
first; only the sounds of gas feeding a flame and a light gurgling.
Then I hear her voice, cracking with age. She says a word I can’t
identify.
“Come again?”
“Malocchio,” says the younger girl. “Someone has given you the
evil eye.”
The old witch is muttering in Italian, instructing the girl as she
moves around the room, gathering what sounds like glass bottles.
“Like a mean look?” I say, unconvinced. How does one go blind
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from a scowl?
A paper-dry hand wraps around my wrist, cold against my
burning skin. I hear the same voice as before—a child’s voice,
caught in a hundred-year-old throat. “The Malocchio always
covets.” She switches back into Italian mode, and I ask the girl to
translate.
“It’s never happened before where the Malocchio’s blinded
someone. We’ll try the same magic, but it can’t be guaranteed it’ll
work.”
“Can’t you do a different magic? Stronger magic?”
More muttering. More glass clinking on glass. The girl says,
“There’s only one kind.”
Everything’s gone quiet; the burning, the bubbling, the Italian
chanting. It’s like a secret word’s been spoken. I smell the girl come
closer, can feel her warmth next to me. There’s something soft
about the air around her, like she’s floating in a cotton swab. She
asks, “Can you think of who gave you the evil eye?”
Three weeks ago, I got a letter while in hiding outside Carlisle,
England. It was addressed from Naples. No name on the envelope.
Nobody besides a small circle of people I’d worked with as a
practicing parapsychologist knew I was even there, and they’d
all sworn to secrecy on my whereabouts. First I was giddy with
excitement—contact with the outside world!—before a sudden,
unmistakable dread sunk in, as though I could see right through
the envelope and tell it wasn’t from a friendly source.
I sat in my small rental flipping the envelope frontwards and
backwards, finally tearing into it. The letter was written in fancy,
gentlemanly handwriting, with a signature for T. Tenebroso.
Gentile signora, it said, I’m requesting your presence in Naples at
once. Forgive my haste; I respect you too much to waste your time. My
fortune has allowed me to purchase La Pizzeria Anziana San Martino,
the oldest pizzeria in the world, and I find myself in need of professional
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help in clearing the place of its old spirits. I know it sounds like a ruse,
but before you toss my letter into the waste, consider this sum for your
services (Purchasing the pizzeria didn’t require my entire fortune)...
Truth be told, it wasn’t the payment that won me over. It was
the silly-ass Shirley Jackson Ghost Hunters International plot I’d
found myself thrust in. You can run from the ghosts all you want, I
scolded myself, remembering that not all ghosts haunted buildings.
Two days later I was touching down in Italy, fleeing the slushy,
rutted roads of rural Carlisle to bask in the sunny cobblestone
of Naples. It’s funny how much a place can feel like home when
you’ve never been there before. From the big cathedrals (England),
to the busy streets (South Philly), to the friendly people (Calgary),
each piece of the city lent its own familiarity.
I had enough Italian in my head from Grandma Rosie to manage
a taxi to the pizzeria. On my way there, I pictured gingham
tablecloths on a sunny patio and families sharing bottles of wine
as musicians floated by like the gluten in the air, playing their
Neapolitan romance music. So, imagine my surprise when I got
there and found the old stone restaurant boarded up, hunkering in
the shadows of the taller buildings around it. My only saving grace
was the other unfortunate soul standing outside, looking just as
lost and confused as I’m sure I did.
I paid the fare and stepped out of the cab, and the girl eyed
me up like I couldn’t be more out of place. She was one-hundredpercent stone-cold serious, from her mussed-up raven-black hair
to her meticulous tats, black leggings, and long, buckled boots.
“You get a letter about the pizzeria?” I asked.
“Shit,” she said. “I was hoping you were here to let me in.”
“Sorry about that.” I extended a hand. “Sophie Kendall.”
“Mia Cifarelli,” she said. “You’re the psychic?”
I told her I was a parapsychologist, non-practicing at the
moment.
She pulled out a pack of cigarettes and dug one out that was half12

smoked. “I’m a demonologist,” she said. “And a cryptozoologist.”
She lit the smoke, took a long drag. “You’d think at some point
they’d let us inside. I’d like to either get the Soprano-style gang-rape
over with or eat the best fuckin’ food in the Western hemisphere.”
Something about a mouth on a girl I just met always cracked a
smile. “Sounds like a risk worth taking.”
“Not to me,” she said, walking to the worn, wooden door to
pound on it. “Hey! Let us in!” A thousand old, unsettled noises
rattled from the other side. She stepped away once she’d exhausted
herself with her knocking. “Really hoping they don’t leave us out
here all fuckin’ night. Doesn’t look like the best part of town to be
stuck in.”
She wasn’t wrong. The heat of downtown didn’t linger in empty
streets like those. Everything there seemed so far off, like the entire
city had fled from that part of town, leaving behind the ancient
things they no longer had answers for.
Then, through the silence, something creaked. The door to the
pizzeria opened inward. Two glossy eyes beamed out at us, and
before long a man appeared, tall and ugly as sin, looking like he’d
walked straight out of a midnight Nosferatu screening.
“Is there something I can help you with?” he said, his accent a
thick Italian.
“We’re here for Tenobroso,” said Mia, speaking as if she was in
line at the DMV. “We each got a letter?”
“Ah, yes. Signora Cifarelli?”
“If that’s what you’d prefer.”
“And Ms. Sophie Kendall. Good. Signor Tenebroso is ready for
you.”
The tall man hunched his shoulders and backed into the
entryway, beckoning us to follow him into the boarded-up tomb
for a building. After flitting her cigarette out on the busted-up
cobblestone, Mia stepped into the dark recesses of La Pizzeria
Anziana San Martino. Reluctantly, I followed.
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A dim light flickered along the old, brick hallways. Shadows grew
and withered like discreet ghosts. The faint smell of tomato and
cured meat roasting in a brick oven was all around us, like it’d
retired into the walls.
After wandering around corners and beneath low archways, we
finally came into a warm, well-furnished dining room. A decentlooking Italian man sat at the end of a long oak table that had
been set for four. A fire burned at the other end of the room and,
along with the candles, gave us our only light.
“Psychics,” the man at the table said, standing as we approached.
“Late as always. You can see the future, but you can’t wind a watch.”
“Signor Tenebroso,” I said, “I’m sorry we’re late, we—”
The man laughed, holding fast to the table. “You think I’m
Tenebroso?” He wailed again as Mia and I stood there, stuck in
place.
“Well where is he then?” said Mia, annoyed.
“Right here,” came a voice—one we recognized—from the other
end of the table. The tall man stood with his back to the fire, his
pale face cast in a deep shadow. “Teodor Tenebroso, humbly at
your service.”
“Yours isn’t the face I found on Google,” said Mia, discouraged.
“It’s a common name in Italy.”
“In Naples?”
Tenebroso clenched his jaw, though his thin lip still quivered.
“I’m Emiliano,” said the man across the table. “Riccio. In case
anyone was wondering.” It seemed to me then that his good looks
had melted off in the warmth of the room, and all that was left was
every pretentious psychic I’d ever known since my days in Calgary,
with his long-staring eyes and soft jawline.
“Dinner is on its way out,” Tenebroso cut back in. “Before we
sup, I thought I’d give you all the chance to ask me any questions
you might have about our activities tonight.”
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“Don’t tell me we’re having fucking pizza,” said Mia.
“Why, of course we are.” Tenebroso smiled with what looked
like a mouth full of incisors.
“I’m vegan,” she said.
“We have other options for you.”
“I’m gluten-free, then.”
“I have a question for you, Teodor,” Emiliano said. “Do I get
mine with extra pig?”
Mia sneered. “You’re the fucking pig,” she said. Emiliano only
smiled as he sipped his Piedirosso wine.
“Let’s get back on course,” said Tenebroso. “You all came upon
request to help me rid my new location of any lingering spirits.
Perhaps you’ve already felt them as you made your way through
the halls. The place is positively filled with them.”
I wanted to tell Tenebroso that yes, I’d seen the shadows and
felt the familiar drops in temperature. I can’t turn off such subtle
signs so easily, even when it makes me afraid. Then I watched Mia,
who still had that skeptical sneer on her face. She wasn’t about to
let herself crack. I figured I ought not to then, either.
“Each of you has a special skill that I require, and I’m hoping
you’ll all cooperate now that we’re together.”
“What’s his skill?” Mia pointed to Emiliano.
“I’m a medium.”
“So you’re like Sophie.”
“Close.”
Mia gave him the benefit of the doubt by grinning. “What’s that
mean? Close?”
“It’s kind of like squares and rectangles. All mediums are
psychics, but not all psychics are mediums.”
Mia turned to me. “The fuck’s Ralph Macchio talking about?”
“He’s puffing his chest. Just ignore him,” I said.
“You a clairvoyant, too?” he said to Mia.
“Demonologist,” she answered, and his smile drooped.
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“Well I’m excited for the field trip,” I said. Tenebroso turned
to me for what felt like the first time, and his lip turned up in a
smirk.
“I’m especially glad you came, Signora Kendall,” he said.
“Honestly, yours is the resume I admire most.”
“What do you know about my resume?” It felt vaguely sickening
to speak with an ogre like him in secret, flirty tones, though I’d
quickly become interested in what he knew about me, so many
hundreds of miles away from my secret lair in Carlisle.
“You broke new ground in remote viewing,” he said. “And your
colleagues became envious. Of course, even with the ability to read
others’ thoughts from afar, you still couldn’t see that, could you?”
“See what?”
“How they wanted what you had. And how they’d do anything
to have it. Even blacklisting you from your own life’s work?”
I’ve often been told by fellow psychics that my ability to view
others’ thoughts was invasive at best, and a moral crime at worst.
I never really knew the harm, since most of my studies were done
in controlled environments with consenting subjects. But there,
in that pizzeria, I finally understood what they were getting at; I
felt completely violated by Tenebroso, believing he was reading
my life story by looking into my memory—how I’d done multiple
experiments, come away with testable hypotheses, only to be
taken down by a secondary study that turned my name to mud.
“I’m surprised you knew all that,” I said, my voice quickening.
“I’ve learned quite a bit about you.” He smiled crooked. “You
haven’t even scratched the surface of your potential. Remote
viewing...that’s only the beginning, isn’t it?”
Perfectly timed, two featureless men appeared from another
room with four trays of pizza, all steaming hot. They looked to
be classic Neapolitan style, with islands of bubbling mozzarella
floating in boiling tomato sauce and a crust charred in all the right
spots. The men set the pizzas on the table and removed half-moon
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pizza cutters from their stained white smocks. After a quick slice,
they disappeared as quickly as they’d arrived.
“I thought you said there’d be other options,” said Mia.
“There are,” Tenebroso replied. “There’s the option to eat the
meal I’ve provided to you, or eat nothing at all.”
“Fucking hell.” She shook her head and patted herself down. “I
need another smoke.”
“What you need, Signora Cifarelli, is to take a seat so we can get
the night started. I have much wisdom to impart.”
Mia took the chair nearest to her and fell back into it. I rounded
Emilio’s end and sat across from her, my mouth watering for some
damn-fine, authentic Neapolitan pizza.
“This isn’t typically the cuisine I serve to new friends.” Tenebroso
spoke over his old, folded knuckles. Even in the dim light, his eyes
gleamed. “However, I figured while in the oldest pizzeria in the
world, you’d all prefer to dine as the Italians do. Dig in.”
I poured myself a glass of the Piedirosso and took down three
healthy gulps. Then I grabbed a slice of the pizza and dropped
it on my plate before the soft dough could curl. I hadn’t had a
good pizza since South Philly, and so it felt like a new experience
again, marveling at the phenomenon that occurs when the scents
of tomatoes and basil and crispy yeast all blend together.
“The tomatoes, you may find, are a bit different than what
you’re used to. For a classic Neapolitan pizza to be authentic, it
must use a specific kind called San Marzano, grown at the base of
Mount Vesuvius.”
“Quite interesting, Teodor,” Emiliano said through a mouthful
of food. “Hope the history lecture doesn’t come out of our pay.”
“No, Signor Riccio. As you know, you’ll all be handsomely
rewarded for your time and expertise. I was only making
conversation.”
“They’re very sweet,” I said.
“The tomato plant has a deep and robust history in Europe,
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most of it a bit dark,” said Tenebroso, perking up. “For centuries
people associated it with werewolves and witches. Germans still
call it ‘the wolf peach’.” He laughed at this, like laughing at a child.
“Most of the apprehension comes from its close relative, the toxic
nightshade plant, which, like any drug, the young and wealthy
weren’t afraid to dabble with here and there. Young girls often
took the extract to grow their pupils wide and come off as more
attractive. They began to call the plant Belladonna,” he said, and
looked to me again. “Beautiful woman.”
A chill swept over me. I broke from his stare and looked back
to Mia, found her taking a slice for herself. She glanced back at me
and cast a look, like “Don’t say a word”, to which I didn’t.
“In the end, it was the sweetness that won Italy’s hearts,”
Tenebroso finished, and then sipped his wine, satisfied.
I was with Mia outside as she smoked her after-dinner cigarette.
The streets had gone dark and quiet enough for even the shadows
to make noise. There weren’t many of them at first—only scraping
tree branches and thin, wispy flags that fluttered outside the
second-floor apartments. Ours were the first to join them,
standing outside the backlit entrance of the restaurant.
“It’s typical, I guess,” Mia said, exhaling a fume of smoke. “You
come to someplace older than dirt, you get men who act like we’re
still in a different century.”
“Teodor’s not so bad.”
“You kidding me? At least that medium’s up-front with his
ickiness. I’ve been trained to combat guys like him.” She took
another drag and then coughed. “I mean, that old fuck—” she said,
her voice hoarse, “He’s got that certain way about him that makes
me forget how to fight for myself. And he knows he’s got it, too.”
She tossed her cigarette to the cobblestone. By then it seemed
other shadows had joined us on the street; dark things that
moved about us—things with misshapen heads, thin fingers, wide
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shoulders.
Mia soothed her throat. “Christ, I’m thirsty.”
I looked to where her cigarette had landed, just outside the
pizzeria’s flickering light. The shadow of a foot seemed to cover
it, long and black. The cherry-red glow disappeared, showing up
again six feet above where it’d been, split into two embers like
burning eyes, glaring.
“I need some water,” she said.
The embers drew closer to us and soon the warmth from the
pizzeria died away, overcome by a chilling prickle at the back of
my neck.
“Yeah, me too,” I said, recognizing the hot dryness at the back
of my throat. We walked through the entrance, and it wasn’t until
we were deep inside the pizzeria again that the icy-cold grip on my
body finally melted away.
Tenebroso stood near a darkened doorway across the dining room,
smoking a pipe that gave off the foul stink of festering gym socks.
Emiliano, meanwhile, smacked his lips while gnawing on some
gum.
“Look like you two’ve seen a ghost!” he said.
“A ghost might keep better company,” said Mia.
“I was just telling Signor Riccio here that, if your stomachs
are settled, we might do a little preliminary investigating,” said
Tenebroso.
“The fuck’s that supposed to mean?
“A little spiritual foreplay,” said Emiliano. He reached out for
Mia’s shoulder and got his hand slapped away for his trouble.
“There’s an old cellar through the kitchen here,” Tenebroso
said. He lifted a candle from the table. “I thought we might go
down and get a feel for it before setting up all our contraptions.”
He lit three smaller candles set in brass taper holders and handed
one to each of us. When he came to me, I made the mistake of
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looking up into his face and seeing those same glowing red embers
I’d seen out on the street. There were those teeth again, too, like
sharks’ teeth—too many for his head, each one made for tearing
and shredding. A trick of the eye, I thought, confirmed when he
stepped away from the candle’s glow and his face morphed back
into its harmless gray pall.
“Doing this the old-fashioned way,” Emiliano said, teasing the
wick.
“Precisely,” said Tenebroso, and without another word he led us
through the kitchen and towards the cellar.
Passing through, I caught the servers near the stoves at the back
of the room, pushing to-and-fro on long-handled brooms. One of
the men turned to me, his face black with soot. Red eyes simmered
in the dark, while the shadows around gave him the appearance of
owning two immense, leathery wings. The rhythm of the brushing
sounded more like a shallow hissing, then, moving in time with his
heaving chest.
“Signora Kendall, when you’re ready,” came Tenebroso’s voice
from some impossible depth. I held my candle in the cold air of
the cellar’s staircase and descended through the stone archway,
which could easily have read “Abandon all hope…”
When I reached the bottom, I found the group all standing still
and listening to a low whistle from across the black expanse. The
sound seemed to rise in pitch every few seconds before settling
back into a deep hum.
“Cracks in the foundation?” Emiliano said, sounding, for the
first time, less than a hundred-percent sure of himself.
“Quite possibly,” said Tenebroso. “Quite possibly it’s something
else.”
“Oh Christ,” said Mia. “Like it’s really ever that simple. Walk
down into a basement and catch the ghost right away? Like some
fuckin’ thirty-minute cable show?”
“What if it’s not a ghost?” said Emiliano.
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“It sure as shit is not a ghost. I can promise you that.”
“So it’s a boogie man? What’ll you do then, demonologist?
Scratch its chest until it purrs?”
“Fuck off already.”
“All right, let’s not get carried away,” Tenebroso said. “There’s
still quite a bit to explore.”
The old man’s glowing face moved away from us as he led us
deeper into the cellar. I thought about the ground over our heads
and of the feet that had tread across it ages ago. Millennia ago.
But then who came before that?
A heavy growl answered from somewhere in front of us. Our
candles flickered and threatened to snuff out. I’m sure if we’d been
trapped there in the darkness, we’d have every chance of getting
out as if we were left floating in space.
Tenebroso’s voice came through muffled and full of bass, like
I was hearing him through a thick helmet. I asked him to repeat
what he’d said.
“I feel a sudden shift in energy here,” he said. “Do you all feel it?”
Neither Emiliano nor Mia responded.
“We’ll have to remember this spot tomorrow. How many paces
was that? Does anyone remember? Sixty? Sixty-five maybe?”
Tenebroso kept on guessing at numbers. His voice, droning on,
soon had me dreaming on my feet, watching the flames of our
candles licking at our faces like a devil’s forked tongue. Emiliano
turned towards me then, laughing wickedly. I worried there was
something on my face. I reached up, touched my mouth, rubbing
my fingers across it like sandpaper.
And that’s when I noticed there was something on me! I pulled
my fingers away, drawing with them what looked like long strings
of hot cheese—it was my skin, melting away! The flames of my
candle had been too hot! I quickly dropped it to the ground and
danced in it, laughing fearfully and strangely at my feet, floating
there in that dark vacuum.
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Mia drew closer. I saw her reaching out, her fingers long and
wrinkled and bent at what seemed to be five impossible joints. I
pushed her hand away and shouted at her not to touch me, and she
responded with a long hiss, darting her pierced tongue at me. On
her chest, her ink glowed a deep, infernal red, like the end of her
cigarettes. I turned to Tenebroso for help and saw he’d turned his
head down low, looking at the ground. Emiliano and Mia parted
before him and he approached me, standing taller, it seemed, than
he had all night, almost floating himself in that spot where he’d
felt the sudden shift in energy.
He turned his face up at me again. His eyes were wide and
burning a hot orange. He drew me into them, and that’s when I
fell at last, hurtling into those eyes and their loud roaring as they
burned completely, consuming everything. He said something in
his native Italian, and though I’d never understood more than a
few letters of it in my life, I still remember what he said—
“Offro a te e ai tuoi figli un eterno malocchio!” shouts the strega,
nervously. She’d been doing something in a bowl of water with
olive oil and salt, but now she’s stopped. The girl’s here, too,
talking with the witch, speaking in soft, concerned tones. I sense
her turning to me.
“You met with a man named Tenebroso?”
“Yes, Teodor Tenebroso. You know him?”
“No,” says the strega. Her directness surprises me. “No Teodor.
Tommaso!”
“What’s she saying?”
“Tommaso Tenebroso is the man you met. His brother Teodor
has been dead for over a year.”
The world outside me is gone. All sounds vanish. I’m floating
again—weightlessly and desperately alone.
“The curse he put on you—he did it because he covets something
of yours.”
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In the hot blackness of that witch’s apartment, I see him again—
Tenebroso and his flaming eyes. Suddenly I understand what the
bastard meant about the people who wanted my ability. He staged
the whole thing to get me there; to take my gift from me. In his
eyes, I’d wasted them, and in his eyes is where I lost them for good.
“The pizza he gave to you likely contained nightshade. It’s a
highly-toxic hallucinogen—”
“Yes, that’s what it was. He mentioned the belladonna!”
“Cornuto,” says the old woman. She’s talking about Grandma
Rosie’s necklace. I clutch it to remind myself it’s there.
“Yes. Cornuto,” I repeat to the old woman, reaching across the
divide. “Protection. Protection that came too late.”
A trickling sound returns to the room. The strega’s playing with
the dish of water again, though I’d give anything now to make her
stop. I can’t bear the thought of being the one to show her how
her magic doesn’t work. That it’s never worked. That curses are
only words, just like my “clairvoyance” was only an educated guess
based on research and probability. That her cures only go as far as
a person’s desire to be healed, just as it is with a person’s desire to
speak with their loved ones again.
Remote viewing...that’s only the beginning.
“Occhi e contro e perticelli agli occhi, crepa la invida e
schiattono gli occhi,” the witch mutters, and it sounds like she’s
snipping at the incense-laden air with scissors.
“Now what’s she saying?”
“It’s the cure to remove the malocchio,” says the girl. “Eyes
against eyes and the holes of the eyes. Envy cracks and eyes burst.”
I want to laugh. I can’t believe the old woman’s still going!
Maybe it’s me who envies her, for who else would try and heal a
strange girl when all hope seems abandoned?
The witch keeps muttering, though now it sounds like no
language on earth—only a string of fearful utterances. The girl’s
next to her, trying to calm her, though it seems her voice is on the
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edge of her own throat-ripping scream.
Maybe I will laugh, then, because if anything’s funny about
this whole thing, it’s how the darkness has chosen this moment to
bleed into the dull pinks and yellows of the witch’s old wallpaper,
allowing me to see into a mirror across the room as it reflects my
own olive-skinned face—and, in the center, the two glowing-red
embers that flicker back at me.
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Unreal temptation
Chasing her feverishly
Crossing the threshold of hell
to caress her angelic skin
Is this truth ?
Flying over oceans, wings leaving ripples
Wrestling fear and longing as I traverse
the blazing blue fires that lucifer had cast
To trap sinners like I
Snow trickles down, snowflakes sticking to my pale being
Numbness, that’s all there is
I can feel it in my soul, the crippling feeling of nothingness
She can make it beat again, my dying heart
why is she always just out of reach ?
The fight is all i know, the chase is all i’ve lived
Did I throw all I had away as I trudged through the black flames
for the hope that lays in her embrace ?
it has all turned to ash
Grief, guilt, fear, those chains are unbreakable
My broken pieces, like scales of glass
reflect a miserable lie
They’ve been scattered through this world
Floating through the merciless winds
that plague this dynasty
Rejected from heaven, she’ll take me to a new eden
So i follow diligently and defy god’s grace
For she has a tighter grip on me than the ethereal
My soul in her hands, i feel safe
I’ve known this for so long
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as i pursued her feverently
through the frigid waters depths
I wondered if she was even real
I felt her soft touch upon my silent heart
And my doubts withered like winter rose petals
Now I stand here at the peak of a mountain
Gripping her limp corpse,
staring into dead eyes in the face of artifice
She was a beautiful lie
was...an illusion
Why is it that I fell for her darkness
through these twisted storms
I can still feel her breath
I still feel her lingering touch
You’re not real !
I held you while all my bones, my mind, my sanity !
were shattering...
Only mist painted by the colors of a MorningStar
I suppose demons have no right to love after all
Now above where never lark nor raven flew
I’ve stripped myself of these torturous wings
Stuck between divine heaven and lustrous hell
Untempted by sweet delusions
I Lay on a cloud, never to descend or rise again
—Sankara “Le Prince Héritier” Olama-Yai
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Haunting in Havana
Eric A. Vasallo

A son of Cuban immigrants, I grew up in Miami listening to my
father share ghost stories from the island at our dinner table. He
grew up in a small beachside town named Holguin. The place many
believe was Columbus’ first landfall in 1492. My father would tell
us how he would be woken up by the creaking sounds of a row
of mahogany and rattan rocking chairs. Unafraid and curious,
he would watch them in quiet amazement, as they would rock
themselves back and forth late at night inside the inner courtyard
of their colonial-era home. Another account was from a friend
who told of a spirit that would visit her childhood home in Cuba
for ghostly play-dates – a native Taino girl of about 6 years old
would walk through her bedroom walls and play with her for
hours on end. She described her as a brown-skinned, half-nude,
barefooted Taino Indian who never spoke but loved to play with
her toys.
With a rich history of pirates, constant struggle and political
upheavals, the Caribbean’s largest and most important island has
an undiscovered treasure of ghost stories yet untold. I was able
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to experience my own Cuban ghost story after years of traveling
to the island from Miami as a “mula” or Cuban Mule, basically
anyone willing to go through the arduous task of porting muchneeded supplies (earning $25/pound) to their loved ones confined
inside the broken authoritarian system. I was basically getting free
trips to a beautiful island and helping my Cuban brethren at the
same time.
I would stay at a friend’s home in the historic and once tony
neighborhood of Vedado – steps away from the home of legendary
Cuban composer, Ernesto Lecuona. A neighborhood filled with
fanciful examples of Spanish and French colonial architecture
built by deep-pocketed dreamers during Cuba’s Belle Epoque.
The home I always stayed at was—Numero 462, Calle 21, entre E
y F. My friend Julieta, would lovingly welcome me and I made sure
to bring a suitcase-full of gifts and products, like conditioner, soap
and deodorant that we Americans take for granted. The products
in the Cuban stores smelled cheap and were of really poor quality,
when you could even find them.
Julieta warned me of their ghostly housemate, from the start.
She related how the home was in really poor condition when they
took ownership and about 10 people lived cramped inside the
home. They had a “quincalla” in the front foyer. A type of homestore selling cheap, basic goods to people in the neighborhood. On
Julieta’s first day living there, she experienced her first ethereal
encounter. As she exited the bathroom from a shower, she stopped
in her tracks to stare at a large, elegant black woman wearing a
white cotton, colonial dress sitting in front of a vanity, powdering
her chest as was customary in the tropical humid climate. Spooked,
Julieta rushed off to her bedroom and tried to forget the sight.
As the years passed, she came to realize there was also the spirit
of a black man living with her and although she never saw the
woman again, he was their most active, invisible resident. Her
family would joke how the spirit was in love with her because
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she was the only one he ever appeared to. She shared a tale of a
horrific night where the spirit was in her room and she felt his
presence so intensely that she called her brother from the next
room. He came in, half asleep and was thrown against the wall by
the spirit which immediately started fighting with him. Terrified,
she watched sparks fly each time her brother struck the shadowy
spectre. The spirit quickly vanished but her brother who didn’t
believe in ghosts had to sit down from shock after he noticed the
hairs on his arm were singed off where contact was made with his
spectral opponent. Julieta finally got justice. They believed all her
ghost stories after that night.
Each time I came to visit, she joke about the spirit as if it were
no big deal. To get to my room I had to go through a series of
connected rooms and when the lights were off I would feel the air
become so thick and charged with energy it was almost difficult
to walk forward. His was a heavy presence and although the spirit
initially didn’t appear to me, there was a subtle presence living in
that house with us. I immediately bought a night-light and would
avoid thinking about him in order to not feed him any energy.
My ghost story became undeniable for me after I visited with
twin Cuban psychics back in Miami for a regular spiritual check
up. They were called Las Gemelas or The Twins and they were so
locally revered you had to get in line at 6 AM just to be able to
secure an appointment with them. Some even travelling from
other states to get a chance to see them. They were colorful, portly
brunettes that oozed with charm and looked like they could play
gypsies in a Cirque Du Soleil performance. Las Gemelas would
smile and crack jokes, chatting nonsense back and forth as they
stared into a large chalice filled with water. As soon as spirit
entered them they would begin sharing whatever they saw. The
Twins started my session talking about a place that I would visit
often, a place across the ocean – an island. They asked if it was
Cuba. I nodded in agreement. They went on to tell me that a spirit
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inhabited that house believed he still owned the home and that
he saw me as an intruder. They also told me that the spirit wasn’t
evil but that he was in love with the current owner—Julieta. They
advised me to talk to him and to place a glass of water in a high
place with a candle along with some fruit as an offering to sweeten
his perception of me.
Another inexplicable coincidence occurred about a year later
while I was still visiting Cuba every month. My brother’s co-worker
called me to ask about the home in Havana after he had told her of
my side hustle. After verifying it was the same address, she shared
that she lived on the same street and that everyone knew the
house was haunted. They even had a nickname for it—La Casa de
los Espiritos (the House of the Spirits). I hung up a little frazzled but
equally intrigued. It helped that I was an anthropology major at
the University of Miami with a focus on Haitian Voodoo. During
my studies, I had stayed on Cat Island—a tiny, sliver of an island
that was abandoned by British colonists after the land was found
to be no longer fertile. The African slaves left behind inherited the
island nation and were fully independent before Haiti’s revolution
ever occurred. It soon became a tradition for Haitians to visit the
island to have Voodoo work done. Spells were considered to be
more powerful on Cat Island – more directly connected to their
African source. During my stay, I was awoken by a 7-foot tall,
blurry shadow figure peering at me from my bedside. I stared at
the intimidating figure for several seconds, which seemed to anger
him and he quickly lunged towards me. I released a howl so loud
it woke all my sleeping classmates. The next morning at breakfast,
the owner of the place laughed, “Oh that’s no big deal at all child!
It’s just one of the spirits they use here for the Voodoo work.”
Her cavalier attitude surprised me but also made me put the
terrifying experience into perspective. As a westernized human,
I felt violently attacked by a seemingly evil spirit in my sleep that
I feared may have tried to steal my soul. As an anthropologist, I
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understood interaction with the spirit world was a healthy part
of their culture. Within the Voodoo belief system, Haitians refer
to the spirit of the dead as Papa Gede. Unlike our Grim Reaper,
Papa Gede was the guy you would call to heal you and to help you
avoid sickness or death. He was a good guy, an ally. As a result,
death was a friendly concept, not a terrifying one. The Caribbean
is full of dead people. The colonial period was brutal. The natives
of the islands were all but wiped out from government-sponsored
genocide and the slaves brought from Africa weren’t treated any
better. Hundreds of thousands of people died in battle or died
struggling to escape or survive political upheavals. Basically, the
islands are chock full of lost souls with unfinished business.
Fast forward years later in Havana, I had just enjoyed a night
of sharing stories and eating dinner by candlelight after one of the
infamous Cuban blackouts shut down all power in the area for
hours. Tired and ready for bed, I made sure my cup of water on
top of the armoire was full and I placed a fresh mango beside as an
offering before going to sleep. Hours later, I found myself in what
felt like a dream. The thing is, the dream was of my room – but
from above. I watched my dream as if it was a TV show, not fully
surrendered to the dream. The view shifted, floating through the
tall colonial double doors, over into the next room beside mine.
I could see my friend Julieta sleeping peacefully in her bed from
above. The perspective was fixed on watching her. I hovered from
above like a vampire bat at different angles—always watching her,
for what seemed like hours. Then things got even stranger.
The dream that didn’t feel like a dream, changed perspective
again. I was now hovering a breath away from Julieta’s sleeping
body observing her, watching her from every angle. My vantage
point came even closer still, so close I could hear her breathe.
Suddenly, I was surprised to feel a pain coming from the groin
area of my physical body. A pain so intense it snapped me out of
my hypnotic state. I realized I had an erection but with such an
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intensity that it hurt. It was at that moment I realized something
was very wrong. Wrong because A. I wasn’t attracted to Julieta
and would never creep over her like this and B. I’m an out and
proud gay man that isn’t even a little bisexual. I asked myself how
could someone be so starved that they would have an erection
like this. I was surprised to receive an answer. What felt like a
male entity gave me the impression that his was a pent-up desire
for Julieta that had been repressed for decades. Still inside the
dream, I tried to make sense of what was happening. I searched my
mind for a logical explanation and recalled a book I had studied
by Zora Neale Hurston, titled—Tell My Horse. The book detailed
how Voodoo priests or priestesses would fall into trance states and
invite spirits to enter them in order to glean insights into the spirit
world and find answers to existential questions for their clients.
The spirits would ride them much in the same way a jockey would
ride a horse. A jolt stabbed my heart at the realization that my
body, my mind, my soul -- was being used without my permission.
A spirit had entered me in my most vulnerable and exposed state
– while I was asleep.
This was what it feels like to be possessed.
It was at that moment I knew I had to fight. I had to get this
uninvited incubus out and off of me. I never gave permission for
him to use my body to what seemed to be an attempt to sexually
assault my friend.
I tried to scream but couldn’t. I tried to writhe or wiggle my
way loose from his hold but couldn’t move a finger. I felt as if
I was locked away swaying inside an underwater cage. Still
in the dream/wake state, I fought for my life. It was an interdimensional wrestling match and the arena was inside myself. The
battle lasted only about 5 seconds but felt like an eternity. With a
silent internal grunt, I exerted every last bit of strength I had and
pushed him out of me. My eyes finally able to open, I lay face up
and watched frozen in shock as a thick, dark vaporous cloud rose
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up and evaporated from my body like steam from a boiling pot.
The entity had disappeared. I won. My body shook with spasms as
I gasped for air, shouting for help as loud as I could. Julieta rushed
in to console me. After telling her what had happened, she was
surprised to hear he took it that far. It was the first time I saw her
take her ghostly housemate serious.
For weeks after that, I was shook and emotionally bruised. I felt
used and violated. My soul had been raped. Decades later, I have
never told this story to anyone but a few of my closest friends and
I share it now with the hope that maybe it will help others identify
what to do if they are attacked so they aren’t caught off-guard as
I was. I want people to know they have power and that they can
fight off spiritual attacks.
I stopped visiting Cuba and Julieta eventually left her home
and homeland behind for a better life in Miami. I often wonder
who lives in la Casa de los Espiritos at numero 462 now. Who this
faceless, lonely spirit of a man would fall in love with next? Would
his next target lose the battle? Would he finally get to satisfy that
intense hunger for his pound of flesh?
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Alone in This Realm
H.J Pang

It’s so depressing being a ghost.
You may think it’s great, being able to live forever and more.
You might even say nostalgic, having the freedom to visit all the
places you couldn’t while alive. Seeing the masses queue up rain or
shine, just to pay the admission fee that results in being cramped
with many others beside them. Having the chance to get a few
laughs in when you trip them over, or cause that extra chicken
nugget on their plate to vanish. The opportunity to get the best
spot in any stadium or concert, right where the action is, on stage
or the playing field. This is the life.
That’s what I used to think.
When I died, all because some twenty-something-year-old idiot
hadn’t learnt to drive properly, I felt at peace. The university loans
I raked up years ago were immediately a thing of the past, along
with the damn mortgage the bank put up on my house. The feeling
of being freed from the shackles of the mortal world’s unlike any
other, a kind of peace that falls in the realm of ambrosia. It was
great.
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But then came the mystery of my existence. As mortals, we’re
taught that upon death, we’ll be led to wherever the essence of the
once-living goes. I don’t know if it’s Heaven or Hell, or just a place
where nothing ever happens, because I, for all my life’s failings,
remained in this realm instead of going to The Other. Ghosts in the
earthen realm were few and far between; they remained because
there were things from their past life holding their attention,
what others called “unfinished business”. There’s this old guy I met
who’s always looking for his grandkids, just so he could tell them
where he kept his life savings. Then there’s a one-legged teenager
who couldn’t get over the fact that he could no longer ride his
motorized scooter, and spent much of his existence gliding after
every rider he saw, his one leg posed like he really was riding one. I
haven’t seen him since last year, but I figured he had either moved
on or found a better hobby elsewhere. As ghosts, our freedom of
movement went only as far as the national boundaries of wherever
we lived and died. Strange it may seem, but I don’t make the rules.
I’m not sure anyone even knows who or what did.
The unfinished business that keeps me on this realm wasn’t clear
to me. On the day I died, I felt regret. But regret at what? The daily
grind that was my office job? Regret at not having completed my
five-year contract before hopping the twig? Regret that I hadn’t
worked at the job of my dreams instead, wherever and whatever
that might be? Not having considered my shit job something to be
dedicated about, I seriously doubt it. It’ll take something far more
drastic to have me believe I missed a wonderful life at the office.
Given that we had way too much time on our hands, there
wasn’t much that ghosts looked forward to. We’ve seen and done
it all. But every year, sometime between August and September,
the world would be crowded with ghosts once more.
It happens on the 15th night of the 7th Lunar month, a period
the Chinese also call the Hungry Ghost month. Not entirely
accurate as far as terms go; a number looked corpulent enough to
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go without food for millennia. Contrary to popular belief, ghosts
can eat the food of the living, only that The Rules meant that it
was generally only the essence that gets consumed. If you’ve ever
eaten anything that’s bland or just plain disgusting, chances are
that one of us ghosties took a bite or spat on it. Dead we may be,
but we have standards.
With the appetites of ghosts well known to mortals, a number
of cultures would put out food and drink for us, the 7th Month for
the Chinese being no exception. I was fortunate to be in a country
with a sizable Chinese population, because during the month,
mortals went all out to pay their respects to us. There were openair performances, including operas and sing-alongs, open to both
the living and the dead. There were even front row seats left empty
for us to use, though their being partitioned off could deter the
more courteous ghosts like I from sitting. Old habits died hard.
There’s a lot of fanfare over this, a worldwide party for the ghosts
who’d come to visit for a month.
This was my seventh Ghost Month, and I would normally have
helped myself to the beer left out for us, lazily watching one of the
Getai singing performances, which almost always featured a pair
of cute babes. But this year, I didn’t feel much like it. Didn’t feel
like paying attention to the babes, I meant; one couldn’t go wrong
with drinking beer.
“Yo, Kai,” greeted a figure who plonked himself into the plastic
chair beside me. I didn’t need to look to know it was Gen. Each
ghost gave off his own aura and vibe akin to mortal DNA. As
always, Gen was dressed in a white tux, though this particular one
had a shimmer like real silk. Most ghosts that remain stuck in this
realm wore whatever they had before they died, with streakers
and skinny dippers spending much of their time hiding from the
other ghosts. Except during the 7th month, when they flaunted
their assets somewhat shamelessly. Not that they had much of
a choice, if they wanted to have a share of the food and paper
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money being burnt. Burning an object such as joss paper or prayer
money allows the physical essence of the item to be accessed by us
ghosts. It wasn’t uncommon for a free-for-all to break out at the
public incinerators, which the mortals merely see as joss paper
being jostled about by the fire’s air currents. Those who had family
could usually receive a steady supply of cash and clothes this way,
which explained why Gen now had a change of clothes. Ghosts
like I were free to collect some of the cash and food if they were
any left. I wasn’t that good a scrapper anyway.
“Yo, Boss,” I replied with a whiff of my beer. Mostly due to
convenience, ghosts tend to use the names they had when alive.
Occasionally, we referred to each other by nicknames, which
generally stemmed from appearances or mortal professions.
Because of the tuxedo and formal hat Gen always wore, everyone
called him Boss. Unlike mortals, ghosts don’t like talking about
what they’d done when alive, it being in the past and all that. I
have no idea what Boss did before he kicked the bucket, or even
why he was dressed in such a getup. Boss had a can of beer before
him, something that would have been out of place had he been
mortal. I figured him out for a Hennessy XO or Chivas Regal kind
of guy, but I supposed one wants variety every now and then.
“Pretty good show going on here,” Boss commented as he sat his
hat on his lap, eyes fixed on stage.
“I guess.” I said with a shrug. I wasn’t really thinking about the
show, to be honest.
“Bro, the shows in this realm’s far better than that in Heaven
and Hell,” Boss answered. “You should count yourself lucky you
get this one chance per year.”
“I wouldn’t know. I’ve been stuck in this realm ever since I
Passed,” I replied. The can of beer I was consuming didn’t taste
as good anymore, so I helped myself to another. The two of us
sat quietly while the singers began a crescendo that would have
chilled anyone alive to the bone. They sang about loved ones lost,
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of true loves found, and how it went about in a big circle till one
settled down. The mortals soaked it all up with applause, but what
did they know? We were born without knowledge, so we went
to school. We went to shitty jobs, because we didn’t always have
a choice. We may fall in love, or never find it. But in the end, we
all died, which to me, made everything we’d done a big waste of
time. Most of us went to The Other, while a bunch of us remain,
living out our existences in a realm we had no part in being. It was
all pretty depressing to me, really, not like I had much of a choice.
Boss leaned his elbows upon the back of his seat, turning his
head to assess me. The glow of his pupils flickered. “Then perhaps
we should all learn to let go.” he said quietly.
This change in mood got my attention. The Boss was something
of a party animal, and never seemed sad or angry, unlike so many
of our peers. Even after passing into The Other, a number of us
still harbored the traits and habits of our old selves, an imprint of
our mortal legacy. Two gangsters four rows behind us quarreled
over an old grievance, with the other ghosts giving them a wide
berth. A distraught lady kept asking others if they’d seen her
missing daughter, even though she’d been doing it since the first
7th Month festival I attended. A guy perpetually covered in
stains sat by himself, muttering that “he didn’t mean to”. Even in
passing, old regrets plague them, a sad state of affairs that never
ends. I kind of understood what Boss meant, but the way he spoke
suggests it’s me he’s talking about.
“I’m fine, really,” I shrugged. “I’ve got no regrets, no loved ones
left behind, or even any old school bullies I yearn to whack. Not
like those guys over there.” I jerked my head towards the two
gangsters who’d started engaging in unarmed combat. The Rules
won’t allow their essence to come to any harm, but the belief that
they were fighting for real would make them feel the same pain as
if they’re alive.
“Kai, letting go’s not just about old regrets,” spoke Boss. “It’s
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about understanding that the past is the past. Why else are you
still here?”
His words hit me profoundly. For the last seven years, I’ve never
been able to cross to The Other, and I’ve always figured it has
to do with something I owed to the mortal realm. I wasn’t that
close to my parents, so I didn’t feel sad when they mourned my
passing. I’ve been euphoric that I no longer had to work at my
dead-end clerical job, with colleagues and supervisors picking on
me all because I didn’t like hanging out with the others. I was
relieved I didn’t have to worry about bills and taxes and all the
crap that came with living in the modern world, where everyone
owed something to somebody. Any onlooker would say I have no
reason staying in this realm.
But now I realized the truth. In life, I never had much of a choice.
When I was young, I went through the schools and education my
parents had set me on the path for. Even when I was given a choice
of subjects in middle school, rather than choosing the Arts and
Humanities programs that I enjoyed, I enrolled in the scientific
subjects such as Chemistry and Biology, all because Mother and
Father said it was the only way to get a good job. And when I
finally finished polytechnic, then university, instead of going
against the path set for me, I stayed inside it. I ending up doing
analysis for products I had no interest or inkling about, to the
point that I looked forward only to lunch and clocking out.
And when I got hit by a driver who only recently got his driving
license, I was free. Free to make my own decisions. And with my
newfound freedom, I unknowingly chose to stay on in this realm,
rather than go over to The Other just like so many other Departed
had done, to a journey that had already been planned in the Great
Beyond.
Boss smiled as I opened my mouth in understanding, the
realization of my predicament now clear. I could have easily
passed into The Other, but it had all been of my own choice. But
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now that it was laid before me, the feeling of apprehension began.
I said earlier that old habits died hard, and no truer was the choice
before me.
“But what’s it like over there?” I asked Boss.
As if they’d been listening in all this while, all the ghosts around
turned with a hint of a smile. Even the two gangsters stopped their
fight to pay attention to me.
“That’s something you have to find out.” Boss said simply, and I
realized I would willingly go and see.
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Night Creatures
Grandmother remembers when nothing and
No one who lived beyond the trailer park
At the far edge of the town was human,
That there were those times, in the dread of dark,
When she would see from her bedroom window,
Bizarre creatures that rolled over the ridge
Or oozed up from fields, slipped down from trees,
In slow procession, crept across the bridge.
"Go to bed child," her mother would order.
“You will have such nightmares staring out
At all the beasts and demons of night.
It is best to sleep when they're about."
Come morn, no one attacked, none was dead,
Unless it be from notions in the head.
—John Grey
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Taking Care of Family Business
Diane Arrelle

The shiny black eyes, reflecting back the candlelight that barely lit
the small, log cabin, actually seemed to stare up at her this time. The
soft, leathery skin felt oddly warm as she held it.
And the hand-painted red smile looked different than the others,
more like an angry smirk than a grin.
“Oh well”, Henrietta shrugged, knowing each doll she created
was unique. She continued to study and admire her handiwork, so
painstaking, so exacting. But worth it as she pictured the little ones’
faces when she arrived with another basket of lifelike, homemade
toys.
The little ones, those poor, orphaned souls who were kept in the care
of her family, appreciated all she did for them. Henrietta’s momma
and daddy lived in the big house with the abandoned children and
she stayed here in the cabin at the edge of the woods, sewing the
dolls and baking her very special pastries.
She gently patted this newest doll. “You are beautiful!” she sighed
and put the last strands of garish, orange-red hair in place. She
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chuckled so soft it was a whisper. “Little Mary will just love that
you have the same hair that her mommy use to have.”
As she gently inserted the needle to tie a knot, the doll thrashed
in her grasp and mumbled, “Owwwww, sto at.”
Henrietta jerked, screamed and dropped the small figure to the
floor. “What?” she stammered, her voice shaking.
“I ed it hurs!” the leather and cloth creature said as it jumped
up and ran to the table.
Staring with a horrid fascination at this monster, this child’s toy
she had fashioned, Henrietta watched the small plaything shimmy
up the table leg and then pull itself over the top. It hesitated for
just a moment, then rushed to the small scissors Henrietta had
used to cut thread. Using both mitten-like hands it jammed the
sharp, pointed tips into its own face.
Henrietta screamed and covered her mouth, then realized the
toy couldn’t feel pain, not ever again. She watched, hand over
her own lips, as the little, impossible creature sawed away at the
painted smile until the scissor hole became a full slash through the
ruby red dye.
“Ah,” the doll said through its new mouth, “That’s better. I said
stop it, that hurts.” It giggled at Henrietta. “Hard to talk, you
know, when your lips are sealed.”
A shudder ran through her, from the base of her neck to the
bottom for her spine, yet, Henrietta didn’t back away from the
abomination in front of her. She was too interested in what
was happening. After all, it was only a little toy, and animate or
inanimate, she was the powerful being here.
“What’s going on?” she demanded, “Why are you talking?
Moving? You’re dead.
The doll turned and Henrietta involuntarily shrank back into
her chair as the doll’s grotesque caricature of a face confronted
her. Those lips were now open into a full smile, a smile of loathing
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and contempt and victory.
Without thinking, Henrietta reached across the table and swept
the doll off. As it hit the floor, she grabbed the huge shears she’d
used to cut the leather and jammed it through the small wriggling
thing, impaling it to the floorboards. “Gotcha!”
The doll laughed.
Henrietta stared at it with revulsion. “Go ahead laugh, you
monster, but I’ll burn you to ashes.” She turned away from the
cackling creature to relight the half-burned logs in the cold hearth.
“What, kill me again Henrietta, my good-hearted benefactress,
my best friend, my betrayer. You can kill me a thousand times, but
it doesn’t matter. You can’t kill what’s already dead.”
It started laughing again.
Sounds from behind her, made Henrietta’s spine stiffen. She
slowly turned to look at the doll she’d nailed to the floor, then she
screamed.
The doll was now directly behind her and with the help of all
the other small hand-crafted figures, they were all holding the
shears in front of them like a spear.
“How… what… how…?” Henrietta sputtered trying to make sense
of the scene in from of her. Fear switched direction and crawled
up her spine as she focused on the little figurines. Suddenly, she
didn’t feel so powerful anymore.
“Oh, I had a little help from my new friends, my real friends,”
the doll replied.
Staring at the shears, paralyzed with terror, Henrietta didn’t
move,not even when they drove the sharp cutting edges into her
calves, first one and then the other, so quick it was blur.
The pain, like fire through her legs took away the power to run.
“Don’t hurt me anymore. I did all this for the little ones!” she said
through clenched teeth, fighting to talk through the pain. “For the
good of the children. Leave me alone, you godawful abominations
from hell. I demand that you leave here at once!”
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The dolls stared at her, amazement reflecting in their shiny
button eyes. “You murdered us, turned our skin to leather, shaved
our hair then used it all to make us into dolls to give to our own
children,” the doll leader shouted at her. “You befriended us,
pretended to help us, poisoned us with your pastries and took
our children just to keep your family orphanage in business! No
Henrietta, you are the abomination, not us.”
Henrietta sputtered through tears of pain, “But…but you were
all poor… uneducated… no husbands. You weren’t fit to raise
children. We give them food, warmth, an education. We give them
a chance for a good future!”
“What about love. We loved our children and now they’ll never
know our love ever again,” another doll piped up as the all the
small figures swarmed in, covering her under their mass, jabbing
her with pins and needles. Henrietta fainted as an unbearable
agony worse than anything she’d ever felt before blanketed her.
When she woke, she realized that she’d been wrong, this new pain
was even worse. “Mii mou!” she mumbled, as the burning, tearing
pain surrounding her lips brought tears to her eyes. She touched
her freshly shaven head and then the blood-caked, thick thread
holding her mouth shut.
She screamed but couldn’t get more than a muffled sound out.
Then she saw them coming at her, holding shiny black buttons,
locks of her own hair, threaded needles and she futilely tried to
scream some more.
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What Are Friends For
Robert Pope

Jenkins walked through the glass doors smack into his old friend
Harkness, who shouted, “Of all the dirty sons-of-bitches to run
into!” He looked for the hearty embrace of friends met after long
absence, but Jenkins was in no mood.
Harkness looked up at him, “You look like you just lost your
best friend, Jinx.”
Jenkins turned his face to the floor and nodded. He sized up his
tall skinny friend quickly, the blue oxford, striped red and white
tie, tan pants, loafers. It didn’t add up.
“Can I buy you a beer, or a cup of coffee? I can be a pretty good
listener.”
“I have very little to say.”
“Why, that’s not like you. There’s a diner next door.”
“No, thanks. I’ve got to get some cash.”
“I can wait,” Harkness said, “You look like you’re in a tough
spot, right?”
He shook his head. “Seriously, I have to go.”
“All right. But I wish you could tell me what’s up.”
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“You’re only complicating matters talking to me.”
He watched Jenkins hurry past into the bank and stepped out
onto the sidewalk, where he paused to take a cigar from the inside
pocket of his blue and orange plaid sport coat—nice day, pleasant,
sunny. He removed the cellophane and shoved it into a pocket of
his white pants, then patted himself for a light.
He had noticed the dark sedan with tinted windows at the curb
almost before he stepped out of the bank. Now, he rapped on a
window that came down a quarter of the way, bright green eyes
peering out at him under eyebrows so thick and dark they looked
fake.
“Got a match?” he asked.
“Get lost.”
He held the cigar at his waist, between his index and middle
fingers, looking at the eyes, then crouched to check out the man
behind the wheel, a pale fellow with a yellowish complexion and a
curly beard. “What about you? You got a match?”
“You heard the man,” the driver said.
“That’s a hell of a way to treat a citizen,” Harkness told him.
The window went up, and Harkness stepped back to lean
against the bank wall, the unlit cigar in his teeth. The vanity
license plate said Danger. As Jenkins hurried past, he didn’t notice
him standing there. He went right to the car, opened the door, and
got in the back seat.
As it rolled along the curb, waiting to move into traffic,
Harkness walked beside it, eyes on the distance as he lit the cigar
with his lighter. Just as the car began to nose between a bus and a
cab, he reached out and pulled the door handle so it swung wide.
Jenkins looked surprised, but not as surprised as the heavily
made-up blonde in the red dress the other side of the seat. The
car jerked to a halt. The men in front, both in dark suits, he now
saw, swiveled their heads toward him. “What’s your game?” said
the driver.
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Harkness reached back under his jacket and came out with
a short black pistol pointed at them. “My game is you’re going
nowhere until I know what’s going on here.”
“Will,” said Jenkins. “Leave it alone. I don’t need your help.”
“The hell you don’t,” Harkness said.
“You heard the man,” said the driver. “Back off.”
Harkness grabbed the back of Jenkin’s collar and dragged him
out of the car so fast that his feet dropped in the gutter. He fired
once into the interior and the driver fell forward onto the steering
wheel so hard the horn blared. The woman came at him, all teeth
and green claws, and when he put the bullet through her head it
banged against the window so hard the wig came off.
The bushy-eyebrow man threw open his door and came out
with a long silver pistol in his hand, but Harkness was quicker
and the creature lay face down in the gutter, his long green neck
exposed. Jenkins stared incredulously at the dead thing, then at
Harkness, who slid the snub .38 back in its holster.
Harkness threw a thick arm across his back and led him off at
a swift clip.
“Now, Jinx, suppose we have that cup of java and catch up.”
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The Eye of Salo
Thomas White

Smolley the Dwarf—his police intelligence file reported his full
name as Smollett Seymour Squires— waddled down the rubbish
–filled intersection of Park and Pitt Streets. High above him on
a power pole, a RTM (Real-Time Monitor) jerked its clicking,
shuttered lens up and down. It carefully recorded and observed
every sound and motion of the dwarf. Bundled in a slick brown
raincoat, gleaming like a giant cockroach, his eyes were alert and
cunning.

Jwan Solomo, adjusting his screen for more clarity,
watched the freak intently. Settling into his shift as
a surveillance technician, Jwan’s job was to study the
pedestrian traffic at various Sydney intersections for
genetically corrupted terrorist insurgents. Next to him
was his supervisor, Constable Superior Cornford S.
Lewis. “Corny” Lewis a tall, intense man whose pointed,
deformed ears sliced through boiling torrents of gray
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hair, cooed and growled mantra-like as he too watched
the screen: ”Oh, you little fuckwit, you little fuckwit.”
C.S Lewis, was a Special Ops man, which meant
bluntly that his job was torture, mayhem and brutality.
He disposed of terrorist suspects, who, though not
lawfully charged, had resisted police interrogations or
otherwise failed to cooperate after capture. Jwan watched
uneasily as Lewis’s white, slender hands thrashed about,
fingers flexing and unflexing as if they were strangling
Smolley’s short, thick neck. But it was C.S Lewis’s teeth
that most unnerved Jwan: pointed and feral-like, they
clicked, chattered and gnashed automatically while a
pink, rapier-sharp tongue flicked mechanically in and
out between his pale lips.
There had been those terrible questions softly
mumbled over staff card games: why were there always
large Special Ops celebration banquets held at the end of
each month, especially after three or four major terrorist
interrogations? And why were only the immediate
“Interview Teams” (including Lewis) invited, even though
regular units had arrested the suspects? And, further,
why was it impossible to later actually locate insurgents
who had been processed by C.S Lewis’s team? Most
damning of all was the blood found on the silverware,
whispered about by the service staff that cleaned up after
the strange dinners.
In a world where for years new and surprising
mutations of every variety had become commonplace,
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why indeed not cannibalism? Jwan shivered as his sweat
turned to icy sheets. Perhaps the Department knew
something about C.S. Lewis’s “special skills” that Jwan
had never known: a dark, unspeakable hunger which also
served the needs of his IC masters.
Sudden loud noises from the RTM screen drew Jwan’s
attention back to the monitor: Smolley the Dwarf was
snarling and cursing at a grizzled, thin hunchback man
who had just driven up on a motorized metal platform,
an automobile stripped of its body’s shell. On the side
of the contraption’s frame, a clumsy graffiti-like scrawl
read: Skeleton‘s Baby.
“Howdee, Chops, yer bloody twit!”Smolley giggled.
Pleased at his own insult, Smolley dissolved into a
babble of violent laughter. Chops revved his oil, noisy
contraption in mock anger; he growled back: “Twit!!,
who you calling a twit?.Yer knees still on top of yer
bloody shoes cuz yer so fucking little. Yer a SHORT
twit...! Chop’s toothless mouth spewed more incoherent
obscenities and insults. Smolley, in turn, replied with
more giggles and equally inane gibberish.
“Bloody little rat-ass criminals”, C.S Corny Lewis
muttered, a bit too close to Jwan’s neck for comfort.”Je-e-z-u-s, SOMEBODY needs to fetch a patrol unit over
there fucking speedo...! It’s those bloody budget cuts! We
could have vaporized these genetic losers’ years ago! Why
do we sit here playing with ourselves all day gathering
intelligence when …?”
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Abruptly, the Smolley and Chops ceased their cursing-laughing fits. They were now conferring solemnly. Jwan
turned the monitor’s sound control to maximum volume.
“You have der hardware Chops?” Smolley lisped
“Sure do, she’s cool”, rasped Chops, who then pivoted
on his ass, twisting his two legless stumps, until he lifted
himself up on them almost gracefully like a ballerina
doing a pirouette. Bending over, he pulled from behind
the battered driver’s seat two light weight, state-of –the
art, night vision,laser-driven cannons. Long and shapely,
they resembled sleek black greyhound dogs with fierce
red eyes. Chops patted them gently, his gaping smile
radiant. Awed, Smolley simply went silent.
Jwan and C.S.Lewis both shuddered in unison. “Bloody Hell”,
moaned Lewis, “the quality of arms on the street these days is a
shocker,” he said grimly, clicking his teeth like castanets.

Jwan replied, “By the looks of it, those pieces can
probably fire up to 50 rounds a minute…
“And, it is a dead cert that they have got plenty of
bloody ammo cache-d in the city someplace”, grumbled
Constable Superior Lewis.
Jwan punched the ‘search’ key on his monitor’s
touchpad and the screen split in half. He typed the word
“Chops” into an empty field box: a data profile column
popped up next to a fuzzy, blurred photo: pinkish
,blackish toothless gums planted in a gray-grizzled
brown, withered face, eyes obscured behind two blobs
of light reflected from his spectacles. The data profile
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read:

Ramone C Riley, a/k/a “Chops”. ID INFO: Former, Staff Sergeant,
Australian Defense Corp, Red Spider Division, Tag # 2179-00.Fought at
the Battle of Broome, September 4-7,2384,lost both legs, but was rescued
by retreating ADC Med-Units. After the total surrender of Australian
land and sea forces on January 25, 2385, aforesaid “Chops” Riley, a
convicted smuggler, and gunrunner, joined the notorious underground
resistance movement. A CONVICT NATION. In addition, he is believed
to be a paid consultant to ACN’s ideological arm, THE CHILDREN OF
THE NEW TIDE a/k/a COUNCIL TO SAVE AUSTRALIA etc., etc.
Skilled at creating lethal weapons and explosive devices customized to
fit inside prosthetic devices, “Chops” Riley, though a double amputee,
is considered armed and dangerous. As a terrorist, he should be shot on
sight….
“Blow me down”, Jwan exclaimed, “this bugger makes the lame
and crippled into a fucking army.” “C.S. Lewis, reaching for the
Red Phone, said nothing, but flashed a predator’s savage grin.
Jwan felt his stomach sink into his bowels.
The Occupation Civilian Police (TOCP) unit, at City Hall received,
from HQ, Lewis’s alert ten minutes later. Gunner Specialist Harry
Tarry, a pinkish-freckled youth, with a hair lip and purple facial
blotches, scampered up the ladder into the turret of the fourwheel gun –van. Tarry plopped into a small swivel seat, hit a lever,
and did a 360-degree test revolution. His head swam giddily; he
laughed to himself: “This Convict Nation trash is going to get it
good. We’re going to stop this bloody mutation inflation.” Popping
on his night goggles, he then did a virtual-reality systems check.
The tinny voice of the vehicle’s commander Lt Che Win Smith
squeaked in his ear. “Everything a-ok?”Harry Tarry hated that tired
old cliché left over from the old fart American space age. Better to
say, he thought, “We‘re just going to do some toilet cleansing; all
the cleaning gear is fine.” Instead, Tarry merely grunted into the
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com-link with his commander.
The gun-van lurched roughly forward; Harry Tarry steadied
his eye on the turret canon’s gunsight. The coordinates Lewis had
given them put the gun-van within a few short blocks of the two
insurgents. Down in the driver’s compartment, Lt Smith, trying
to focus on steering the vehicle, was fiercely swearing: the entire
compartment stank of cheap perfume, scented lubricant and
pungent cologne.
Better check the database logs when he returned to the station:
Who had last used this vehicle? Where had they been? He might
even have forensics run a trace for semen; DNA analysis would
certainly find the culprits. Rumors had it that some of the patrols
had been cruising the red zones for hot sex under the pretense of
doing criminal investigations. Yeah some heads would roll….….A
sudden blaring of the system’s alert horn startled Che Win Smith;
Harry had sighted his targets.
Jwan watched as the streets on his screen exploded into fire;
Smolley and Chops ducked and fled the salvo of flames pouring
from the TOCP gun-van canons. Racing away on Chop’s smoking,
oily frame, they hurled more obscenities at their pursuers.
Another explosion: The picture wobbled, the monitor flickered,
then blacked out before Jwan could tell if the two ACNers had
been hit. “Goddam it,” Lewis screamed, “the heat fucked over
the bloody network….the heat control monitor must have been
offline.”
The dark streets rushed at Smolley and Chops like claws. Chops
expertly weaved and dodged through this maze as he knew every
pothole, and sharp corner. However, the land sonar device, rigged
to the front of Skeleton’s Baby, helped him smoothly avoid the
more daunting piles of rubble, stacks of old tires and bonfires,
surrounded by howling mobs of Street Crazies. These blurred
crowds of sweaty, twisted bodies and demented, lolling heads, a
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carnival of madness, rushed through the city’s veins night after
night like a mix of adrenaline and Speed.
Ignoring the shouts of the Crazies, Smolley whooped and
cheered like the cowboys he had seen in the old Viddies: “We’re
bloody champs; we’ve got balls like gold bricks...”
Chops jammed his hand- controlled accelerator even harder,
yelling at his sidekick, “We’re running for our miserable lives you
toad. This ain’t no joy trip,Smol..! The geeks are trying to bugger
us!” Two shells shattered just behind the fleeing pair accidentally
hitting a couple of street crazies who shrieked insanely, their
clubfeet dancing in a swirl of fire. “Well”, Chops commented
almost reflectively, “I hope our bloody balls are tough enough’
cuz they’re sure trying to blow them off.” Suddenly frightened,
Smolley peed his pants.
After about 25 minutes, the fleeing insurgents parked in a smelly
cavernous alley in The Rocks’ inner city area. Chops killed the
engine and strapped on his automated artificial legs (with poisontipped darts buried in each shin’s portal); they both sat still for a
few moments collecting their rattled nerves while the sounds of
the pursuing TOCP gun-van faded in the distance.
Flipping on a small search light, Chops ran its beam over the
garbage-littered passageway, then up and down graffiti-stained
rear doors and barred windows; black rats, sprouting long, prickly
hair, loudly sniffed about Skeleton’s Baby’s steaming tires.
A groan: Chops flung the beam on to a pale, bloated creature
flat on its back, reeking of urine, and clad only in dirty-white
disco suit ripped at the crotch. Blood trickled down its forehead.
Smolley and Chops moved slightly closer, Chops’s legs humming
softly. The light fell on to a white plastic tag clipped to the wet
chest hair between stumpy tits. The tag read: “Hi I am Amego,
your proud, loving Child of The New Tide. Let me tell you about
my life.”
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Then Chops flashed the light on to Amego’s dripping crotch;
the toothless hero of the Battle of Broome gnarled his lips into a
craven, lecherous smile and said, “Smolley old mate, I think we are
right near the Supremo’s mob.”
Walking a few more paces, Chops shined his light on a plastic
fleck--glinting like a cheap trinket—stuck to a grimy alley door.
Smolley leaned forward and peered: a faded decal image of the
Enterprise icon so well-known from the old American space
tellie- mythology. Around its cracked edges were the words: ALL
FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL.
Ignoring the increased groaning behind them, Chops and
Smolley knocked in unison beneath the Enterprise logo. A little
window popped open filled by a looming, glassy blood-shot eye.
A gruff but affectionate voice said: “Welcome my children to our
sacred festivities.” The old door squeaked open.
Chops and Smolley were speechless: Salo the Supremo himself
had greeted them personally. Resplendent in a white doublebreasted suit with a scarlet vest and cloak he waved them in. They
all stood on the cusp of a massive warehouse floor, towering cones
of lights swinging erratically, clashing like noiseless giant swords,
over an impassive crowd waiting expectantly for the kickoff of
The Time of Renewal.
A sullen mask quickly fell over the Salo’s hitherto benignly
welcoming face. His one bloody eye, grew even more engorged;
the black patch, covering his other blind eye, was a frowning dark
crust. Chops and Smolley twitched fearfully in their underpants.
The Supremo, seeming to read their body language, said, “I guess
you almost stepped on our team’s former mate Amego coming in
here? The Time of Renewal means throwing out all the old rags
and rat bags—even if you have gotten comfortable with them.
However, mates I HAVE to run; the big show-thingy this night is
about to begin. Stick around and start a new life”
These cheerful words died on Salo the Supremo’s willful lips
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as he swaggered toward the lectern being clumsily dragged to
the front of the crowd by some worshipful devotees, a cluster of
sweaty dwarfs.
Midgie ,the team leader stood off to the left of the struggling
crew of dwarfs by the Mega PowerPoint console, his knobby little
fingers poised on its touchpad ready to start the Time of Renewal‘s
featured holographic presentation. His chronic hormonal
condition now mercifully soothed by his fellowship with Salo and
the Children of the New Tide, he felt very cool and centered; his
nametag proudly read, “Hi I am Midgie the Mighty. Let me tell
you about my life”.
A few hours ago, agents of Supremo had quickly disposed of
Amego, the original MegaPowerPoint controller/pilot, by raping
and beating the creature, and then dumping the semi-conscious
freak into the alley. Midgie had set up Amego by luring the
mutant outside for a quick Narco-Cig. Though he had gotten in
a few punches, Midgie had left the main job for two of Salo the
Supremo’s professionals.
Supremo had long been furious at Amego for screwing up a
holo- promo presentation at the recruitment meeting last week.
Amego had, in fact, gotten both technically sloppy and morally
lax in recent months indulging frequently in sex outside the
solidarity of the group. As the joke went Amego had gone “MGMing”—multi-gendered marketing, sleeping around, becoming a
“free agent” in the general flesh markets outside the control of
The Supremo. However, Supremo worried more about Amego’s
loyalty than losing Amego as a sexual trick. Too many sex partners,
outside Salo’s control, meant the danger of too much loose talk;
there was no doubt about it: Amego was a security risk and had
to die. His screw-up during the recent presentation was the last
straw
But the memory of the earlier uncorrupted Amego would
be celebrated tonight in the Supremo’s homage to renewal and
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rebirth. Midgie, eager and trembling, waited for the Supremo’s
sign. How happy he was to be part of the team: joyful tears flicked
from his little pink eyes.
The Supremo motioned toward Midgie who then punched a
console key. A pale giant holo-image of the Star Trek’s Enterprise
hurtling through space exploded into the dusty warehouse air
above the multitude of the faithful. Around the image swirled
sparkling Kandy-Kolored font which composed itself into these
words: WE GO WHERE NO ONE DARES GO: TOWARD
FREEDOM. Then the Enterprise image morphed into the huge
face of Salo the Supremo.
As the real Supremo spoke into the lectern’s microphone the
cosmic mouth of the Holo-Supremo began slowly to churn. Before
he had died, Amego had created a clever comms link allowing the
Mega PowerPoint‘s holographic projection to interface with an
ordinary electronic voice system. This was to have been a nice
little surprise—a last groveling gesture—for Supremo, a way of
placating this demanding master for Amego’s earlier technical
lapses and moral-sexual failings.
Now it was Midgie instead who basked in the translucent glow
of the god-like apparition floating above the reverent faces of
the spellbound Children of the New Tide. The holo- voice was
stentorian, a set of thunderous reverberations – multiplying again
and again in an echoing chain reaction of booming words: “RISE
O GLORIOUS CHILDREN BORN UNDER A DIFFERENT
MOON. RISE TO NEW HEIGHTS LIKE A GREAT TIDE :
DROWN THE CORRUPT “NORMALS” IN YOUR POWERFUL
OCEANIC THROATS; WASH THIS LAND CLEAN OF THE
INVADING FASCISTS:BAPTIZE IT ANEW. PURIFY THE
WORLD OF THE IMPURE.”
Salo’s devotees began to heave and sway collectively in a trance;
multiple hands with multiple fingers waved prayerfully skyward.
Deformed faces with red eyes, twisted by the genetic corruptions
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of the past, turned toward a brave new future; stoned on NarcoCigs, they softly moaned and sighed.
Some of them hallucinated the Supremo’s face and head as a
giant bejeweled cockroach, others as an enormous flaming spider;
but all knew that, no matter what, they were hearing an authentic
Divine Voice proclaiming the End Times for the Occupation.
In the slashing light, they felt their imprisoned, deformed flesh
hacked off, their souls escaping into space at warp speed like the
Holo-Enterprise-cum-Salo itself. In an echo of the old
tellie spaceman “It was beam me up...” except that their souls not
their bodies were being elevated into space—spiritual space.
Chops and Smolley, aloof in a far corner, had refused offerings
of Narco-Cigs pleading that they were “on protective guard duty”
now. Not that much security was needed for Supremo’s gatherings:
he had bribed agents within the Occupation’s forces who then
dispensed sex, drugs and cash to the street patrols to keep them
away from his Purification Night venues.(There were always mobs
of Street Crazies or freelance insurgents to occupy their time.)
Chops and Smolley were in the ACN largely for similar reasons:
the thrills (of bloody action), the easy money, and (sometimes)
the sex Supremo consistently doled out to them. And Supremo’s
mob might just get into power one day. Chops and Smolley often
fantasized themselves as top generals in the New Australian
Military High Command ordering Supremo’s enemies shot before
firing squads. But they could do without the Supremo’s religious
holy-roller stuff: Narco-Cigs were only for The True Believers not
for professional street operatives.
Supremo’s massive holo-face, now floating slowly like a giant
balloon above his faithful, seem to glare down especially at them.
Again the image roared: “AMEGO OUR BELOVED FORMER
COMRADE HAS DIED BECAUSE HE WAS ONE OF THE
IMPURE ONES OF WHOM I SPEAK.LEARN WELL FROM
THE FATE OF HIS WASTED SOUL….” Chops and Smolley
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cringed.
Above them, yet another insane roar: GAZE ON ME AND
BE FILLED WITH WONDER. The real Supremo gestured again
at the devout Midgie who flicked another console key: a crown
of green flames leapt from the brow of the holo-Supremo; this
holo-halo sprayed images of skulls, dollar signs and double helixes,
which floated down amongst the devotees like fiery snowflakes. A
thunderous cheer went up. Midgie wept joyfully….
Behind Chops and Smolley there was a sudden furious
commotion: a team of dwarfs, cursing loudly, burst through crowd,
half carrying and half dragging a lanky struggling man with oddly
pointed Dr. Spock-style ears, his ripped police uniform hanging
in tatters . Weeping pitifully, he gurgled and drooled, his sharp,
bloody teeth chattering madly with fear and rage. Wave after wave
of snot flew from his large nostrils like green streamers.
Salo swooped downward his hand and a deathly hush fell over
the crowd. He bellowed: “This is the fascist cop who torments and
eats our beloved comrades! …well tonight he is going to be the
main dish on our menu! Let’s feed boys!”
Stunned, Chops and Smolley scrambled for the fire exits, trying
to dodge the knives of the grinning Children of the New Tide
leaping onto the writhing body of C.S “Corny” Lewis. Amid their
gleeful roar, his howls of terror and pain were barely heard.
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A Winter Feast
Along the shadowed walls of Manon House,
The guests slip from their rooms so silently,
They float through doors, glide down the corridors,
One after one, proceed so eerily.
Then down the stairs into the banquet hall,
The table spread with snow drifts, sheets of ice,
As Boreas shakes tremors through that place,
They celebrate their frozen paradise.
They shake their arms like bony leafless trees,
Thin faces glow as yellow as the moon,
Their bleak eyes, snowflake shaped, light up to hear
The midnight strike, the spirit world’s high noon.
Their laughter cuts like wind through every crack,
Their words drip foggy phantoms down pale lip,
They strip white layers from the heavy air
And drape them round their silver finger-tips.
Why do they come to consecrate the cold,
To bless the hoarfrost like it were a child,
To quench their aching thirst with ice and snow,
To dance the blizzard dance to music wild
As any north wind blown from hell?
Their motives are as seamless as the night,
Still buried beneath instinct’s murky cloak,
Wrapped round each winter priest and acolyte.
The ones who’ve lived so long in Manon House
Would never know those phantasms are there,
But sometimes, they might wake up from a dream
And sense a chill, a shiver, in the air.
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They even feel that cold on summer nights,
But pass it off as nature’s whims instead,
They do not see the guests, the table spread,
The bitter feast of winter in their head.
—John Grey
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Zombie Caper in Cork
Mike Lewis-Beck

Eamonn Dooney, the last of the house dicks, should be happy. By
his wits and muscle, he’s just prevented a major jewel heist, the
theft of the Rose Diamond from Hotel St. Anne in Dublin, during
its Winter Wedding Gala. Not only did the hotel make a bundle—
even more than the record-breaking 2016 take— Eamonn scored
big, ten times his monthly pay packet from Hotel Le Grande. He
should go home there, to the Northwest, to Portland, his west
roof garret overlooking I-405, where he could snuggle down in an
off-hour with Estelle, his special lady friend, and share a pour of
Jameson. Yet he feared going back, because he cheated on Estelle,
in Hotel St. Anne, during the Gala, upstairs in his detective suite,
after a fine steak dinner and a lush poetry reading by his kissing
cousin, Assumpta. He didn’t mean to cheat, but he did. He
could have blamed Assumpta, since she started it; still, he blamed
himself, he was the man, he should have been honorable, he should
have resisted.
Now he’s packing up, wracked with guilt and a whiskey head,
tossing socks into his duffle, in need of a reprieve, perhaps a bit
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of country air. He remembers when he and Assumpta raked hay,
as kids on uncle Colm’s farm in County Cork. Reminiscing with
Assumpta, who’s presently smelling his shirts, he relives those
halycon days, working the hay. “Like yer coming here laa, to
Cork with me,” said Assumpta, “act the perfect fool in the ‘ real
capital’ of Ireland. This Dublin air’s massive soot. Besides, Rebel
City Poetry Festival’s on. Hear me read again, and even catch
my copper da, down from guarding the northern border, chasing
some gammy illegals—real dossers.”
“Dodgy immigrants? Pace your Cork palaver, start pronouncing
the ‘t’s.’”
“ Da’ll explain. Hurry up t’fuck or I’ll have to toss the train
tickets.”
“Only one milk run?”
“Like I bought two Student Singles for the 12:11 from Heuston,
not dear.”
“Dough I got. Not a student, either.” His cave-limestone eyes
testified to that.
“Nor I, boyo.”
Eamonn unhooked the bottom button of his rust-flecked vest,
getting comfortable at the low oaken table, a pint of Guinness
in hand. He squinted through the candlelight to better study the
furrowed face of Derry O’Riordan, Chief Superintendent, Border
Division. “Assumpta told me of your expert work apprehending
the Rose Diamond thief. I salute you,” said the Superintendent,
tapping his officer cap.
“No need to salute. I’m out of uniform, Chief.”
“Just a gesture of respect,” he replied, raising his pint of Beamish,
the local favorite. Eamonn reached across, clicking the glasses, at
the same time counting the white stripes and blue ribbon over the
Chief’s left pocket. The fruit salad reminded him of his first looie
at Fort Lawton, from his army days. Corncob ass, he thought.
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“I only tip my hat to the ladies,” said Eamonn, sweeping a
stevedore forearm round the room. “This place feels like The
Drifter, my Portland watering hole.”
“ Mutton House preserves the old Cork pub. No telly, no juke
box, just shadows. One can talk low, enough to be heard, but not
overheard, especially in this snug.”
“Black as night. Can’t detect if your chops are cooked right.”
“Assumpta told me something of your appetites. We are not
here for the lamb. I seek your professional assistance, and an vow
of secrecy, meaning I cannot put you on the wage register,” said
the Chief, his bushy eyebrows bristling as he spoke.
“I owe Assumpta. It’s payback.” They shook on the deal, each
with a ham hand.
“Assumpta has her mother’s will. Should you fail to ‘pay-herback,’ as you put it, you shall be in for a drubbing.” The Chief
took a long pull on his pint, then placed it empty on a circular
mat. “The northern border has been a trouble to the Gardaí
since Brexit. Besides the usual run of booze smugglers and sex
trafficers, we’ve seen a jump in EU illegals— folks who lack papers,
are dissidents, even terrorists. This year alone, we’ve counted 58
shootings and 32 bombings…”
Eamonn popped one of his furry knuckles, a habit, but a useful
one, he knew. “You need a hard border.”
“Eamonn—if I may,” said the Chief. “No one wants a fortified
border. The Irish do not believe ‘we should build a wall,’ as your
president has urged on Mexico. My people want a return to the
neighborly crossings they had pre-Brexit.”
“Let them, ” said Eamonn, bothered by shades of gray. “Get on
with it.”
“We cannot. Besides the mounting property crime, an outbreak
of crimes against persons has arisen, consisting of physical
attacks—most grizzly, bloody….”
“Homicides.”
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The Chief rested his eyes on a Guinness wall slogan, the one
about being ‘good,’ before answering. “Not in the usual sense. That
is, not intended assaults with a gun, knife, or other lethal weapon.”
“Not much left, Chief,” said Eamonn, his jutting jaw out.
“I’m afraid it does. It leaves human hands and feet, and teeth—
teeth bite.”
“Bite?”
“The assailants usually sever the victim’s external carotid artery,
biting the neck.”
“Fancy talk. A vampire?”
“Call it what you will—voodoo, vampire, zombie. These labels
seem so Hollywood. On the ground, we have a series of animallike killings of innocents. Last week, a postal worker in Belleck,
a town that straddles the border. This week two such assaults in
Middleton, a tiny crossing between County Armagh and County
Monaghan, a new guard and his invalid wife. The documentation
seems confused, even mention of cannibalism. Some officers feel
they are ‘sitting ducks’ for an invasion of murderous maniacs. So
far the tabloids do not smell it.”
“Sci fi stuff, maybe Transylvania, not my detail,” said Eamonn,
rising to go.
“Wait. Don’t depart.” The Chief caught Eamonn’s thick wrist.
“We anticipate an attack on Cork City, even today.”
“That I get,” said Eamonn, re-taking his chair.
“From the scattered notes of different border agents, we believe
they move about in a traveling gang, with origins in Lithuania.”
“I hardly know where that is.”
The Chief ignored the remark. “The Lithuanians are like us, with
a repressed language, repressive religion and a history of political
repression. Genetically, they have similarities —white and pasty, if
I must say so. A stubborn lot, especially the Samogitians…”
“Hold it. They shoot hoops. Olympic champs. The Irish just
hurl.”
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“Mr. Dooney, are you expressing skepticism, or making a bad
joke? These national comparisons go deep. The Lithuanians are
fanatics for spuds, as are the Irish. Indeed, their national dish is
some sort of ‘loaded’ jacket potato.”
“Load of malarky,” said Eamonn, clamping a fist on the knob of
his armchair.
“Perhaps. But a suspicous van with Lithuanian plates has
been spotted on the N28, around Ringaskiddy. Cork City has a
Lithuanian immigrant population, mostly young men living at
the less desirable end of River Lee. Then, their national poets are
being celebrated at the festival this week.”
“Assumpta did mention Kazys Binkis. A kind of ‘futurist,’ she
declared.”
“Mr. Dooney, “ said the Chief, leaning in close. “Find out if
these Lithuanians are ordinary—or not so ordinary— tourists.
Here’s my mobile number. Call me daily, three times, at hours of
your choice.”
“Armaments? All I got’s my cleft chin— and the shillelagh
Sargent Flaherty bestowed, once I whacked the diamond thief.”
“Your insolent attitude could serve as an offensive weapon,”
replied the Chief, ramming tobacco into his pipe. “In our Regional
Support Unit, officers don’t normally go armed. Still, I’ve signed
for your pistol license, a Sig Sauer or a Walther. ”
“The Walt semi, P series?”
“You know it.”
“Half the weight of the Sig, personal and upclose. James Bond
packed one.”
“You possess the banter of a Bond wannabe, but lack the physical
grace,” said the Chief, reaching in his briefcase, pulling out am old
leather shoulder holster.
“Assumpta takes me as she found me.”
“Assumpta has grace to spare, but can be a thrill seeker. Let no
harm come to her.” The Chief flushed crimson, then tapped the
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holster. “Inside’s the Walther, P99.” From his other hand flashed
two extra magazines: “14 rounds each, .40 S&W cartridges.”
“I need all those slugs, I’m dead meat.”
Eamonn watched a fishing boat in the harbor, from the balcony
of Assumpta’s hotel room, downtown Cork. He had a lot on his
mind, which he strove to keep steady, except when he drank. Today
he felt like the boat, bobbing this way and that. First it bobbed to
Estelle, then Assumpta, then the zombie contingency, then back
to Assumpta. As a peace offering to Estelle, he had not taken a
room with Assumpta, but instead put himself down the hall. By
the clock, he knew that Estelle knew he was a no-show at Portland
PDX. As a peace offering to Assumpta, he had booked the best
hotel in town, The Royal. “ Eamonn, this suite is mint! Brilliant
lines. The light! Lovely how the drapes pull. What’s the craic?”
“Read it had great breakfasts. Full Irish like the St. Anne.
Remember? Oatmeal, bacon, black pudding, potato cakes…”
“ ‘Porridge,’ we say, not ‘oatmeal.’ Making me hungry. Let’s
go to bed now so we can get up for breakfast,” said Assumpta,
tripping Eamonn, who did a face plant on a pile of pillows. As he
rolled his heavy body onto his back, she dived on top, then pinned
his arms with her knees, before beginning to tickle him.
“Tickle-torture, tickle-torture,” she said, like she used to do in
the haymow, after they’d loaded the last bale.
Eamonn started to laugh, the nervous laughter induced by
tickling. “Please stop. Jesus, Joseph and Mary, please!”
“It’s Jesus, Mary and Joseph over here,” Assumpta said, before
she began licking his face. “I’m Bo Finn, the most beautiful cow in
all Ireland. If Bo Finn kisses you, you will grow big in the pants.”
“Curse of God on you,” said Eamonn, lifting her off. “Hear what
your da said.”
“No more tickle-torture?”, she replied, snapping up her blue
cotton shirt.
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“Folks at the border been getting killed, chewed to death—
eaten.”
“Maybe animals like that in Oregon, bears or wolves. Not in
Ireland. We don’t even have snakes.”
“It’s people. Like vampires in the movies. Once he used the
word, ‘zombies.’ But he thought the important thing was to detain
them, not name them.”
“My Da makes a first rate copper, but his nose never leaves the
operations manual. The naming—that’s important. ‘Zombie’
would be the worst because they spread, like infectious disease.
Once they kill someone, that dead person becomes a zombie, and
starts attacking other people.”
“The dead living? Comic book stuff. Next Wonder Woman will
show up.”
“She’s right next to you,” Assumpta said, pulling at his argyles.
“That’s the story,” said Eamoon, sitting up and putting on his
steel-tipped, hard leather shoes. “These vampires, or zombies, you
name it, are coming to Cork in a van, to bust up the festival. I’m
working undercover with your da to waylay them.”
Eamonn heard the whish of air Assumpta sucked in before she
spoke: “How?”
“With this, for starters,” answering as he threw his pistol on a
pillow.
Assumpta responded: “Feck. Tis’nae yer arse!”
In the Cork Theatre, Eamonn sat before the stage, at the end
of a row down close. just under the speakers. Around a table
sat Assumpta with two other poets, ready to kick off opening
night which, by tradition, fell on Valentine’s Eve. Absorbed in
Assumpta, he’s all heart. A classic Irish beauty, he thinks, —
coal black hair with sapphire eyes above ivory cheekbones. She’s
wearing that fire truck lipstick, the kind that ruins a fresh white
shirt, like the one he’s got on. The red velvet blouse has style, but
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it binds. And why does she keep swinging that ankle? Relax, he
mentally commands her. As she begins to read, he himself relaxes,
engrossed in her voice.
“I’m going to start with a few I read last week, in Dublin, from
my new chapbook. First, Country Dancers, then Finger Tips.”
Eamonn became enthralled, as she had delivered these verses
to him privately, at the Hotel St. Anne. When she began the
second stanza of Finger Tips—My fingers find your face—he was in
dreamland, until roused by her finish.
“This last one I call Sleeping Lovers, my bid for the world’s
shortest poem, but just right for today:
light leapt to their eyes
joy jolted them awake
“Thank you,” she said, before sitting down. Because she read
last, the Q & A immediately followed, and in its usual way, with
questions from listeners who knew the answers, and answers from
poets who ignored the questions. Once the crowd dispersed,
Eamonn stepped up to her. “Did I break yer melt?” she asked him.
“You got the bees and the honey, devil break my spine. Got to
hop it to the next reading, that Lithuanian you named.”
Eamonn shut the O’Conner Room door like he was late for
church, then they remained at the back, as the Binkis reading had
begun. “Now, a favorite: Cornflowers, which I offer in English
translation, given this is the inaugural session and we want to
immediately touch our Irish friends.
Blue is all there is to see
Earth, air and sky;
With nothing more before your eyes,
Blue is all there is to see.
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Squint both eyes shut and think,
You’ll have to laugh for, all the while,
Blue is all there is to see.
“That Binkis?” whispered Eamonn.
“It looks like him. Pomade hair Lorca-style, the high collar,
eagle eyes that dare: just try me. But it can’t be, since he died
during the Nazi Occupation. Perhaps a son.”
“…and we are happy to have a full house. Please, a show of
hands if you are, shall we say, Lithuanian-Irish?” Chuckles arose.
Hands went up. “Raise a hand if you’ve come from all the way
from Lithuania.” No hands went up. “Maybe they took a wrong
turn on the N28?” More laughter, but a bit uncomfortable. “Next,
I wish to recite…” The voice faded as Eamonn and Assumpta
sneaked out.
They marched along Carroll’s Quay, shooing pigeons and hunching
their shoulders against the wild wind off the water. They fell into
a rhythm, only to stop, their footfalls ceasing to sound against the
stone. Eamonn spoke first. “That audience only had local Lits. Not
a one from the Vampire Van,” he said, digging into his vestpocket
and pulling out a little black cigar, a Toscano. The cigar went to
the center of his lips. He bit down, ticked a thumbnail against a
wooden match tip, and lighted it. He puffed and puffed, like an
old choo-choo train.
“Yer the last run on the CB & S,” Assumpta said.
“No chance the van boys are Leprechauns,” he said, flipping the
cigar into a puddle.
“Let’s try Central Library, over the way, the Master’s Session on
Maironis. It should be balls-up with those Lithuanian travelers,”
said Assumpta.
The session was where the noise came from. The noisemakers
did not look like artists, poets, or students. Rather, they proved
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a motley crew, haunted refugees somehow out of Mother Goose.
“What?” said Eamonn,“the butcher, the baker, the candlestick
maker?”
“No, Milne’s version—‘tinker, tailor, solider, sailor’—before he
does the switch, adds ‘engine driver, pirate chief.’ They stared as
the group shambled, racheting around, voiceless creepy characters.
Their repetitive movements, smacking against each other, made
for a cacophony, competing with the recitation:
I’ll vanish like smoke drifting up in the air,
And no one will miss me at all!
Like thousands who lived once….
“That’s from I’ll Vanish Like Smoke,” said Assumpta, but the
reader’s rot. No expression. Just droning on. Robot speech. Have
a scone at him; a deathly pallor, plus he’s drooling. Pure zombie!
Didn’t suspect they reaked like shite.”
“Take a gander at the Mother Goose crowd circling him.
Knashing their teeth, out for blood!” said Eamonn, and drew his
pistol.
A stir of my blood or my heart’s trepidation?
The grave soon will swallow it all!
My songs soon will die!
The reader repeated the last line —My songs soon will die!—then
pulled a dagger, a classic silver dagger that appeared to be Masonic,
with a gold handle. Pointing it under his chin, he fell on it, so
driving the blade into his brain, before he feel down, dead. The
Mother Goose group did not scream, just stood in place, quit their
shambling, left off all movement. A full stop. They let out highpitched squeaks, like bats, and waded out of Room B as a platoon.
“Never seen that, even in Portland,” said Eamonn, holstering
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the Walther.
“Think Zombie 101,” said Assumpta, standing tall over the body,
in a calf-length silk tunic, decorated with a print of red roses,
something she’d worn that faithful night at the Hotel St. Anne.
She swept it open, freeing her hands, then declared: “Question:
What stops a zombie? Answer: A fatal wound to the head,
specifically the cerebral cortex.”
“OK, I’ll play the silly game, “ said Eamonn, rolling up the
sleeves of his gray herringbone jacket. “Question: What zombie
would off himself?”
Assumpta was enjoying this quiz, because she knew the answers;
she’d been into zombies for years. Eamonn, should get out more,
she thought. He’s getting too smart ass, or at least too tight ass,
and he doesn’t read enough. He needs a wake up call. I don’t mind
at all besting the Great American House Dick. “Answer,” said
Assumpta: “The rare Zombie Moralus, who kills himself before he
becomes a killer.”
“Darlin,’ you lost your pool cue?”
“He’s in transition, risen from a fresh corpse, not yet at full
zombie-hood. A poet become one of the living dead in a last brush
with the muse, heroically resisting his zombie fate. I weep at this
beau geste.” So saying, she put a hand to her forehead.
“I need a double Jamie, neat. But first I tail the tinker and
the tailor and the other weirdos. Probably shuffling off to find a
candlestick maker.”
Eamonn let his I-phone ring the Chief’s number once, then hung
up. He repeated this action once more. On a third try, he let it
ring until the Chief picked up. “Mr. Dooney, may the Devil mend
you. What are you doing?”
“No need of Lucifer. Thanks, Chief. You said, in the day, ring
three odd times. That I just did.”
Eamonn heard nothing. Then, “Mr. Dooney, have you run to
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ground the van of Lithuanian suspects?”
“Yeah. In Cork, at the poetry festival, a Maironis reading. The
guy…”
“Make your point, sir.”
“They took off in the Vampire Van. To Limerick, if you believe
the grease monkey at O’Flynn’s Great Gas. Got to bet they’ll
bleacher a Blueberries concert. Assumpta said that Limerick band
bangs out the zombie tunes.”
“Preposterous!” said the Chief, before dropping the phone.
After he retrived it, he wiped it off, wiggled it, spoke to Eamonn:
“Mr. Dooney, tomorrow morning return the Walther pistol to the
Anglesea Street Garda Station. Deposit it with Sargeant Rafferty.
Return also the holster, and the cartridges. That will be all.”
Assumpta found herself in Eamonn’s hotel room, giving him a
Swedish massage, digging her fingers into the muscled beef of his
back. As she tenderized, she talked. “What did my da give out?”
“Once he heard Limerick joy ride, he cut me off. Couldn’t win
him with their spud score. These Zombie potato heads turned
me to verse.”
There once was a fella named Davy
who got all his brains in the navy.
Eat him if you want to,
there’s not much else you can do.
But be sure not to skip the gravy.
“What should I call my little ditty?” asked Eamonn.
“Call it ‘Really Bad Taste,’” replied Assumpta, betraying a smile
and ruffling his wavy chestnut hair.
“Not a love poem. How ‘bout room service for dinner? The
menu has this local dish—drisheen.”
“I would yeah, but it’s blood sausage.”
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“So? Evening Echo says it’s toothsome.”
“I’m for an absolute rake of another kind of sausage,” said
Assumpta, placing a hand on Eamonn’s crotch. It had been a long
day, they faced a long night. Eamonn decided not to think about
Estelle, what she meant or this meant. Assumpta didn’t mention
Estelle, so he didn’t either. They just imagined summer smells, a
haymow….”
Assumpta and Eamonn crossed the central garden in Our Lady
of the Lamp, once a convent school for poor children and still
a school for poor poets. The two steered toward the big white
building, just after the statue of Our Lady, moving at a sluggish
pace— too much drink, too much flah, not enough sleep, too much
breakfast. They sought the Master Class of Nigel Braithwaite, an
English lyric poet from the Lake Country. Why? Well, they’d seen
the Vampire Van parked outside the school, empty of all potatoes.
Then, while deciding on tickets, they heard the nun clerk ranting
about the gaggle of creepy auditors who had gone ahead to the
Braithwaite workshop. With alarm, Assumpa and Eamonn, had
left the ticket desk in a sweaty sprint. At the mammoth mahogany
portal leading to the classrooms, Assumpta halted: “Com’ere. It’s
started.”
Fee-fi-fo-fum,
I smell the blood of an Englishman,
Be he alive, or be he dead
I’ll grind his bones to make my bread.
“Jack and the Bean Stalk,” said Eamonn, drawing his pistol.
“Actually earlier, the ballad of Childe Rowland, said Assumpta,
as they burst into the workshop. The eight participants, huddled
around a long metal table with Braithwaite at one end, we ringed
by the six zombies—Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor, Engine Driver,
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Pirate Chief—who rocked in place to the death poem’s refrain,
repeated and repeated by Soldier. Then Soldier stopped, seized
Braithwaite, began to slobber, and swung as if to embrace him.
Assumpta shouted: “He’s going to gobble the professor!” Even
before that shout became an echo, Eamonn had shot Soldier
through the skull.
“Run! Zombies!” said Eamonn to the students.
“They look like a cast for The Muffin Man dance,” replied Sinead,
hurling a folding chair at Sailor, who lumbered on. He yanked back
her red hair, bit the throbbing vein on her pearl throat, and began
to gnaw on her head. Everyone commenced throwing things at
the zombies—old ink pots, pencil cases, notebooks, water bottles,
purses, spare change, even chalk.
“God damn your souls! Run! Only a dead head stops them.” As
Eamonn spoke, Assumpta plunged Tailor’s weaving needle into
his own left eye, which shut forever.
Eamonn rested the Walter handle at the base of Sailor’s neck,
and pulled the trigger. “IRA-style,” he said.
“Pish!” said Assumpta, “you know shite about the IRA.”
“No time for a lover’s spat,” said Eamonn. Assumpta didn’t reply.
She just took Pirate Chief’s saber and sliced open his cranium.
“I can’t shoot, folks! Get the hell out! Queue, like in England.”
With that prompt, Tinker resumed the refrain, “Fee-fi-fo-fum/
I smell the blood of an Englishman….” Engine Driver stood still,
singing along. This pause gave the students—and the hysterical
Nigel Braithwaite— a chance to escape, except for Sinead, who
was badly gnawed.
“Poor Sinead. Poor poet. You have to put her down.”
“Her verse that bad?”
“Sinead’s face looks like a well-chewed chip. She’ll become a
Zombie. No way I can sterilize those wounds. Too extensive.”
“Yes, sir,” said Eamonn. He leveled the Walther at Sinead’s
brain, fired twice, to be sure. Then, he crossed himself, knelt
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down, and asked the Lord for forgiveness.
“Be wiide,” warned Assumpta.
Tinker clamped his teeth, like a Denver boot, around Eamonn’s
signing arm. With his pistol arm, he let the Tinker have it ear to
ear, emptying his clip. As Engine Driver, the last zombie standing,
fell upon Eamonn, Assumpta worked free a heavy wrench from his
tool belt and proceeded to bludgeon him to death.
“All in a day’s work, Super Woman,” said Eamonn, examining
his sleeve for the effects of Tinker’s bite.
“Take that ten-ton tweed off. No one wears that rag anymore.
Let me have a deko at that bite. “ She inspected the punctures,
smelling them. She shook a small vile out of her bookbag. “Hold
your stinking forearm steady.”
Eamonn did so. Assumpta bit open the vile, then emptied the
liquid onto the teeth markings. “Son-bitch,” yelled Eamonn. “I’d
rather have the zombie bite.”
“Iodine. Guaranteed disinfectant. I’m mass on it.”
“Where’d you play that trick?”
“Worked with the Maryknolls in The Highlands of Guatemala,
a health clinic for indigenous peoples. A big problem there was
rabid mutts. Dog bites, zombie bites, treament’s the same.”
Eamonn waited by the far column at the front of St. Mary’s Church,
on Pope’s Quay. He turned the collar of his Donegal to keep the
wet off. His eyes scanned the run of the river. Spying Assumpta,
he straightened, tipped his paddy cap. She waved and bounded up
the church steps. At his side, she gripped his good arm, pulled off
her silver sock hat, and shook out her black locks. “Sorry I fled
the zombie massacre,” said Eamonn. “Had to do a rosary to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, pray my way though what we’d done.”
“Any reveals?”
“The Lord doesn’t want zombies in Ireland.”
“I know I don’t. I don’t want you around, either. You stay
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you’ll get yourself dead. Know that painting in our hotel, on the
stairway, the military man in the green uniform? That’s Michael
Collins, an Irish hero. Spent his last night in the Hotel Royal, got
himself killed the next day.”
“That won’t go down.”
“It will. You don’t know Ireland, you don’t know zombies, you
don’t know me.”
“I know you pretty well.”
“Sex and eats. But there’s more. There’s got to be more.”
“Like?”
“ Men never get it. You’re not The Boy. Besides, there’s Estelle.”
“What should I tell her?”
“Tell her I saved your life.”
“Da? Your darlin’ daughter here.”
“Assumpta! Just got a strange report about the festival “
“That’s why I’m ringing. Zombies. Eamonn and I put the
cawhake on them.”
“You?”
“I know zombies.”
“Respond to this new Limerick incident memo, then. A chips
truck was attacked at the food fair in The Crescent, on O’Connell.
Has zombie earmarks. I tried to get through to my man there, but
the line’s down. The police station seems out, too….”
“Zombie contingency plans, my new line of work. No money
in poetry anyway.”
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Who Lives Here Now?
Between the floor cracks,
I am on watch.
The sun is dead to this house.
Stars, rinsed with blood,
break tree.
An old seedy life
takes comfort in carpet stains,
scratching on walls,
rotted hangman's noose
dangling from a beam.
I float in stale air.
1 bask at the edge of shadows.
From basement dark.
I do not miss a thing.
Rotted body in a kitchen chair.
Corpse seeding feeding vine.
Bed-sheets of dust.
Cupboards of bones.
I grin at everything
that has no smile for me.
—John Grey
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when ants consume a body
they detach
the leg from its joint,
pulling it out
with a pop
they crawl
away dragging the desecrated limb
from its body
they cheer,
antenna bobbing
as they tear muscles
into smaller
and smaller
chunks
they carry
pieces between their
drooling mandibles
covering everything
with saliva and bile
as they prepare
their sacrifice
for their queen
—Emily Ramser
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Matriculation
Edward Ahern

The rooster didn’t want to die. It raked its spurs and twisted its
head halfway around to try and jab at Fiona with its beak. But she
kept her chokehold under its head while her free hand shoved a
dagger through its neck.
Blood spattered into a ceremonial bowl. Fiona chanted, the
words, not Latin or English, phrases of a tongue whisper-taught
to her. A dirty mist formed into a bubble in the bowl, but as she
continued her incantation, the greasy bubble broke and dissipated.
“Not bad for a first try.”
Fiona tasted vomit in the back of her mouth. “What did I do
wrong, Steven? I thought the words were correct.”
“Almost. The lingua diabolicum is even more tonal than Chinese.
You’re a bit off key. More practice.”
She dropped the dagger onto the altar and threw the dead but
twitching bird onto the floor. Steven stood across the altar from
her in the wainscoted room. He’d been handsome once, before a
ritual gone wrong had ripped open his face. The slashes had been
stitched and mouth repaired, but he spoke with a lisp.
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The failure was bitter. Fiona had cut herself off from everyone,
including her mother, and committed to the black arts. She
briefly thought of blaming Steven, wondering if his magic, like his
sex, was kinky but banal.
“But the rhythm of the words was okay, Steven?”
“Timing was faultless. We’ll just keep practicing the diabolic
tones.”
“Thanks.” Fiona knew he devoted goetic energy to an apprentice
because he needed her help, and the thought reassured her. But
what happens, she thought, when we both get what we want?
Despite doubts, Fiona had little choice. There were thousands
of veggie-Wiccans and orgy-Satanists, but Steven was the only
genuine adept she’d ever encountered. He’d approached her,
emerging from the shadows of yet another faux-evil gathering.
He’d had an air of assured malignancy that had nothing to do with
his deformed appearance.
For three months after the failed ceremony she spent an hour a
day lips to ear with Steven, whispering tone scales back and forth.
Steven refused to record the sounds, and by the time she was
consistently on pitch she knew that Steven had seventeen hairs
on his left ear.
The entity she summoned that following week looked like a
deformed chihuahua, pig nostrils leveled up with rheumy eyes,
legs like deformed branches. Fiona sent it off on a minor cursing as
a test. There was a blurring and the demon demanded its release.
She knew from Steven that the creature operated alongside
time, and hoped it had succeeded. She kept the demon waiting
while Steven made a phone call.
“Magda, how are you? Oh.” After a minute of listening and
commiserating, Steven hung up. “Magda’s back has erupted in
boils. You can let it go.”
Fiona recited syllables and watched the grotesquerie de-form
into a slime bubble that popped. “Thank you, Steven,” she said,
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and meant it.
That night, after convoluted copulation, Steven asked. “How
much further do you want to go?”
“There’s more?”
Steven’s laugh was harsh. “How many levels are there in Hell? Of
course there’s more. But not in the infernalia social clubs available
to us. We have to go into the deep web.”
“Deep web?”
“Some call it the dark web. Most users are after kiddie porn, or
street drugs, or snuff videos. But adepts migrated there decades
ago to practice unfettered rituals. Robust evil, true achievement
in the black arts. The real grimoires are posted there, by magi who
provide instruction at a price.”
Fiona was dubious. “I’ve never seen any of this in my scans.”
Steven’s sneer was just perceptible in the dimly lit bedroom.
“You can’t Google search for the devil. The dark web is hidden and
anonymous. You must learn of a website from another practitioner.
Even the money used is untraceable Bitcoins.”
Fiona felt more excitement than she had during their sex. “And
we do all this on line?”
Steven was silent for several seconds. “First we continue your
training. Then we’ll see. The experience is much more than infernal
Face Time. The screen becomes a portal and things pass back and
forth through it.”
“So you’ve done this before?”
His words were brusque. “Not successfully. But I know who to
reach out to.”
Steven spent three more weeks with Fiona on ceremonial magic,
then two more weeks teaching Fiona the keyboard equivalents to
the lingua diabolicum. then downloaded the Tor software. They
practiced by exploring two sites that sold cocaine.
“What if we’re caught?” she asked.
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“Very unlikely. And if we don’t make a buy there’s no grounds
for prosecution. Okay, from here on out you’re going to be the one
to link up and make contact.”
“Why me? You have much more experience and knowledge.”
Steven nodded agreement. “And that’s the problem. My
reputation is blotchy. No, I’m presenting you as a peace offering.
Sit here, and type in exactly what I whisper to you.”
Fiona sat at the desktop computer with Steven behind her left
shoulder. She maneuvered through the Tor protocols, and typed in
exactly what Steven whispered. The site was a blank screen. “Now
what?” she whispered.
“Wait. No noise.”
Several seconds later text appeared. The translation was: ‘Slit
your left index finger tip and while it’s bleeding, put it against the
screen.
“Here’s a knife,” Steven whispered.
The screen seemed to undulate slightly as the blood was applied.
Then more characters appeared. ‘Fiona Red Hair, we’ve been
waiting for you.’
Her finger continued to bleed as she turned to Steven and softly
but urgently asked, “How by the Master’s unknowable name does
it know who I am?”
Steven’s scarred features were unreadable. “We’re both learning.
Now, carefully! Ask to be put in touch with Magus Llewelleun.”
He spelled out the name as Fiona typed. The screen went blank
again, the blood drying into a vaguely human silhouette.
Several minutes later the face of a haggard old man filled the
screen. Diabolic characters read: ‘You have disturbed my service.
Why should you not face anathema?’
Fiona typed as Steven whispered. ‘I approach you at the behest
of Steven Many Cuts, who offers you my services as promised
repayment.’ She glanced back questioningly at Steven, who waved
for her to continue. ‘I would hear your voice, Magus.’
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The old man’s scabrous skin wrinkled as he changed expression.
Characters appeared. ‘Put your left hand on the screen.’
As Fiona did so, a five-clawed talon pressed against her hand on
the other side of the screen. A curse-like instruction entered her
as the claws flattened.
The laptop speakers hissed and the computer screen went
painfully hot. The voice was a coarse rasp. “Fiona Red Hair, you
are an ignorant slut not even suitable for sacrifice.”
The words dripped hate. Fiona spoke without waiting for
Steven’s prompting, and without thought. “I am night soil beneath
the Master’s feet, but I have gifts to offer.”
“We listen.”
“I am without redeeming virtue, strong in malice. I am able
to summon and dispel, to entice without reservation and curse
without mercy,”
“You are the venereal chattel of Steven Many Cuts, who is afraid
to directly approach me.”
Steven bristled but kept silent. He leaned forward to whisper in
Fiona’s ear, but she was already speaking. “The worth of a servant
is not her provenance, but her toil. Give me a labor that will prove
my worth.”
“But you serve the scarred one lurking behind you.”
Steven broke silence. “Master, this is the promised handmaiden,
trained by me for service to you. Accept both our dedications.”
The face of the old man on the screen had fluxed as they talked,
congealing into feral ugliness. But the tone of its voice was dulcet.
“Spread-legged whore, your mother still lives?”
“She does.”
“Kill her as sacrifice.”
The bile rose again in Fiona’s throat. Her mother feared the
Satanist that she had become, and they never spoke, but Fiona
recognized the care her mother had given. She said nothing and
swallowed. “My mother is very old, and of little worth. Perhaps a
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more arduous test?”
The gargoyle head wordlessly turned away as if to leave.
Adrenalin surged and Fiona’s voice rose. “Please wait! Steven
Many Cuts is my mentor. Should he be with me?”
The head turned back toward the screen and its upper lip lifted
in what could have been sneer or smile. “As you wish. You know
what is required. Steven Many Cuts, your offering is conditionally
accepted.”
The screen went blank, and Fiona winced, her left forefinger
throbbing in pain, as if the magus had infected it. Then Steven
grabbed her, pulling her from her chair.
“Bitch. You might have spoiled my redemption. Never speak out
of turn again. I’ll tell you what to say.”
Her finger hurt far worse than her pinched arms. “Yes, Steven. I
think it’s about time you met my mother.”
The hardest part of their flight to Omaha was the ingredients.
Ritual sacrifice requires salve and incense that they couldn’t trust
to a suitcase or the mail. Steven supervised as Fiona put portions
of each into vials and tubes small enough to make it through
airport security in their carry-on bags. A ritual knife had gone
ahead via FedEx.
Her mother’s voice had sounded strained but relieved when
Fiona called. Fiona tersely explained that she’d been seeing
someone, wanted her mother to meet him, and could they stay for
a night or two?
Gretchen MacAllister had once told her daughter that she’d
rather be hated than ignored. Hatred, she’d said could change over
time, but indifference was permanent. Her tone during Fiona’s
call suggested wistful hope. “Of course, dear. Bring him out. But
you don’t need my approval.”
After Fiona said goodbye, Steven asked. “When do you plan to
do it?”
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“The second night just before her bedtime, right after we’ve
performed the ritual.”
“What about the police?”
“She’ll appear to have passed in her sleep.”
“You’ll be suspected.”
“No, I won’t. I’m using aconite. She’ll appear to have died of
asphyxia.”
“Devil’s helmet? Be very careful handling it.
“I will. Anyway, Mom is leaving what little she has to her church.
I won’t have any apparent motive.”
Steven took Fiona in his arms. “You don’t yet know the real
pleasures of the fallen. But once we’re admitted I will continue to
teach you.”
She studied Steven, then kissed him, his scarred lips nubbling
hers. “Yes, Steven, I know how you’ll help me.”
Dinner conversation the night of their arrival had been herniated.
Fiona implied without admission that Steven was also involved
with black magic. The only safe topics were Fiona’s childhood and
current events, exhausted by the time they had coffee and tea.
Fiona and Steven spent the next day outside the house, buying
needed supplies and avoiding her mother. Gretchen’s evening meal
was dosed with an indigestive that made her go to bed early. Fiona
went to her an hour later with tea.
“Here, mom, you need to drink this tea.”
“Of course, dear.” As she sipped her tea, Gretchen continued. “I
don’t know why we haven’t been close, but I really appreciate your
coming all this way.”
Fiona felt a twinge of childhood affection, but it passed. “Of
course, mom, just finish your tea, please.”
Gretchen McAllister convulsed and vomited for several minutes
before she died. Fiona tumbled her body onto a plastic sheet
before stripping the bed and her mother, and replacing sheets and
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pajamas. She rebedded her mother’s corpse, and would wait until
morning to call the ambulance, as if just discovering the body.
When she returned to her bedroom, Stephen was still sleeping. He
never woke.
The first night back in Providence, Fiona sat once again in front
of her computer, navigating through Tor and summoning Steven’s
Magus.
“So, slut, you’ve done as commanded.”
“Yes, Magus. Everything. Steven Many Cuts decomposes in a
swamp. And my mother lays in her coffin. I know now that Steven
offered me to you as sacrifice Why did’nt you accept?”
“He thought to ingratiate himself using your hormonal flesh.
But there is no left-handed redemption. You understood my
message and sacrificed him adequately.”
“And my mother?”
His laugh was the sound of two stones grating on each other.
“The matricide? I lied for Steven’s hearing, so you had subtrifuge
for killing him. And to see the depth of your need. Fiona Red
Hair, what is it you seek?”
“Knowledge and power through service to you.”
“Place your left palm on the monitor screen,”
As Fiona did so she watched the five-clawed talon approach
and press against the other side of the screen. The nerves in her
arm enflamed and she almost yanked her hand away. The bowl
of her palm burnt and she smelled the charring of her skin. She
stifled a scream but had to moan.
“Remove your hand. You are now handmaid to the unnamable
one who knows no forgiveness.”
She turned her hand over and saw the rune burnt into her palm.
Ignoring the pain, she focused on the leprous image of her Magus.
“Teach me,” she asked.
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Easter at the Assisted Living Facility
6’ 9” monsters in
Black rabbit suits
Are paid very handsomely
By the management
To take away Easter eggs
And bleach the tinted shells,
Returning them to
The supermarket freezer.
Hearing the soft puckering
Of their crepe soles
My aged playmates,
Their toothless
Howdy Doody faces
Slack with terror,
Hide inside chlorine-urine
Scented rooms.
—Thomas White
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Monster Bait
Heather Santo

The old timers around here liked to say, “When the lilacs bloom,
the fishing is good.” I paused for one deep inhale, drawing in the
heady scent of the flowering shrubs. Juggling keys, a thermos of
coffee and inventory sheets, I unlocked the shop door. It was an
hour before sunrise during the busiest month of our season.
Overhead, the fluorescent lights flickered on, spilling light
over rows of rods, reels, bait, and lines. Just as I’d opened the cash
register drawer, someone banged loudly on the side door to the
adjoining bar and grille. I glanced at my watch. The kitchen staff
wasn’t due for another thirty minutes.
Sheriff McGinnis nearly fell on top of me when I opened the
door. “JR!” he exclaimed. Eyes wild, he twirled around to scan the
shop. “Where’s Conner?”
I didn’t like the hysterical edge in his voice. “He’s working the
bar this week,” I told him. “Did something happen?”
The Sheriff scrubbed his hands over his face, his entire body
trembling.
I retrieved a bottle of Jameson and an empty glass from the bar.
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When I returned, Sheriff McGinnis was still visibly shaken.
“I’m usually a rum kind of girl.” I poured two fingers. “But you
look more like a whiskey man.” I handed him the glass.
“Thank you.” He tossed the drink back in one swallow. “You’re a
good girl, JR. Your daddy would be proud of you and your brother.
I remember when he opened The Tackle Box, back in ’75. Been
buying bait here nearly twenty years, and fishing this river for
fifty.”
“Sheriff, what happened?”
His eyes darted to the side.
“I saw something,” he replied finally. “And I’ve seen a lot in my
time as Sheriff of this town. But never anything like what I just
saw down the shore on Marsh Road.”
“What was it?” I asked.
“It was crouched across the river from me. At first, I thought
it was a bear. Then it stood up.” He scrubbed at his face again.
“Larger than a man, covered in thick, dark hair. Seven, maybe
eight feet tall. It turned and looked at me, with eyes like a human.
I was completely frozen, holding my fishing pole at the edge of the
water. After a few minutes, it just walked away. Not like a human,
though,” he added. “Ape-like.”
I stared at him, stunned.
“Your brother, he saw it before. I didn’t believe him.”
Conner had never mentioned anything to me. I was intrigued.
After few more fingers of whiskey, Sheriff McGinnis calmed. I
called his son to pick him up and opened the shop for business. A
steady stream of customers kept me occupied for most of the day,
but a strange, clawing curiosity had planted itself in the back of
my mind.
I closed the shop at five o’clock and went next door. My brother
had a piña colada waiting for me.
“Busy day?” Conner asked.
“Yeah.” I hopped onto the barstool. I took a sip, and then
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recounted the predawn events of that morning. By the end of my
story, his features had darkened with dread.
“It was in high school,” he said. “A bunch of us were drinking
in the woods, between Marsh Road and the river. Remember,
someone dumped an old couch back there? It was a popular makeout spot.”
I nodded.
“Me and Lucy had just started dating, and I took her there.
Right when things were getting heavy, we heard rustling in the
brush. I sat up, and there was enough moonlight to see something
watching us.”
“Something?”
“Yeah, I don’t like to talk about it, but,” he swallowed. “It sounds
like the same something Gary saw this morning.”
My curiosity was now in full bloom, like the lilacs.
“Hey, after you close up, let’s go down Marsh Road,” I suggested.
“Absolutely not.”
Later that night, Conner parked his truck on the shoulder of
Marsh Road. “Little sister always gets her way,” he muttered. I
laughed and we followed a trail into the woods. Conner walked
slowly, sweeping his flashlight from left to right, searching. “Well,
there it is,” he said, and I spotted a slumped form between two
trees. “The make-out couch.”
I scoffed, unimpressed.
Suddenly serious, Conner whispered, “Do you hear that?”
I listened. “No, nothing.”
“Exactly. No owls, insects, nothing. Kind of eerie.”
I nodded, and then tilted my head. “What’s that?” I pointed
behind the couch. Fear replaced my curiosity.
Conner moved the flashlight’s beam up, slowly inching from
tree to tree. Something moved in the shadows, circling behind
us. A hot, wet breath huffed on the back of my neck. Conner
repositioned the flashlight, shining it over his shoulder. A large,
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dark shape towered over us.
“Run!” my brother screamed.
I didn’t think. I shot in the opposite direction. Conner’s
flashlight zigzagged through the dark. A long, chilling howl
reverberated through the woods.
“It’s chasing us!” I cried, holding my hands up to shield my face
from low hanging branches. We were off the path, traveling deeper
into the woods, toward the river.
“JR!” Conner yelled. I turned and ran headfirst into a tree. Stars
exploded across my vision and I fell backward, cracking my skull
on a rock. The moon jeered at me from above as the heavy, guttural
panting grew closer.
“Get up!” My brother yanked me to my feet and shoved me
forward. I winced, my fingers twisting through hair, tangled and
sticky with blood. Something crashed in the thicket on our left.
“Fuck!” I stumbled down a small, sloping hill.
A row of lilac bushes softened my landing. The river, swollen
from spring rainstorms, rushed on the other side. “Conner!” I
yelled. I couldn’t hear anything over the river’s roar. Disoriented,
I slipped through mud, nearly drowning in the scent of flowers.
The old timers around here liked to say, “When the lilacs bloom,
the fishing is good.”
A large, dark shape emerged from the tree line.
And I’m the bait.
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Last Harvest
Daniel L. Link

“It’s going to be dark soon,” Rodger said. “You don’t want to be
here when it gets dark.”
Without the badge and hat, Rodger Kearns still looked like a
lawman. He had dark, squinting eyes that wrinkled in the corners,
revealing a suspicious nature and making him look older than he
was. The bushy frown of a mustache he wore completed the look.
The winter sun was still high overhead, although Phil knew
it would drop fast. It always did in December. Night would ride
in like a thief, sneaking in unnoticed and blanketing the land in
darkness.
“You think they’re dangerous?” Phil asked.
“They’re hungry,” Rodger said, pulling his cruiser to the side of
the road. “That makes them dangerous.” He eased the GMC SUV
between a gap in the wire fence, then followed a dirt path into a
landscape of patchy green and brown.
“You sure they’re out here?” The field stretched on for miles,
and there weren’t many trees to find cover behind.
Rodger raised his eyebrows. “Oh, they’re out here, all right.”
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“How long has this been going on?”
“Well, that depends,” he said, slowing the truck to navigate
around large holes in the path. “Do you mean how long have they
been here, or how long have they been a problem?”
“Both, I guess.”
“Well, they started staying out here not long after Bill Partain
died. He owned all of this. His sons do now, but they haven’t been
back to town since the funeral. I don’t think they give a damn
what happens to the land, personally.”
“And the trouble?”
Rodger slowed to a crawl. Phil could tell he wanted to make his
point clear but pausing for dramatic emphasis would only delay
their arrival, and their destination was nowhere in sight.
“Started about a year ago,” Rodger said. His Texas drawl almost
disappeared when he lowered his voice to just above a whisper.
“Thefts, mostly. Things would go missing from yards or garages if
they’d been left open. Then, they graduated to full-on burglary.”
“Has it gone any further than that?” Phil asked.
Rodger nodded, but didn’t elaborate. He hit the accelerator and
the road sloped downward, dropping out from underneath them.
The decline was gradual, but noticeable. The path zigzagged in a
serpentine “S” for a bit, then straightened. A whole new landscape
lay before them, a world that had been invisible from the road.
“Well, you wanted to get a look,” Rodger said.
The sight below him was beyond his wildest imaginings. Phil
had been expecting a few tents, some campfires, and people
strewn loosely about, lying in sleeping bags or bundled in coats
and blankets to guard against the cold.
What he saw instead was organization. There were tents, but
there were buildings as well. Most were shabby lean-tos, but some
looked like decent constructions. One was longer than the rest,
with an open doorway on one end covered by a canvas flap. It was
the only building among them with a pitched roof, and its size
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and central location suggested it was a meeting hall of some kind.
They had streets, too. They were only paths cut into the dirt,
but they had been laid out deliberately in a grid pattern between
the rows of buildings. The paths were lined with rocks to lessen
mud on wet days.
“They’ve built a city,” Phil said, watching people shuffle around,
pushing bicycles or pulling carts full of who-knows-what.
“Yep,” Rodger said. “Folks around here call it Lowtown, but
Simon calls it Fort Promise.”
“Sounds awful militant.”
“Well, the man is building an army.”
“You guys just let them stay here?”
“Look,” Rodger said. “Like I told you, Partain’s family isn’t
complaining, and as long as they’re staying off the streets at night,
public opinion is live and let live.” His voice was patronizing. Phil
knew he had said these same lines countless times. “Now I know
what you’re thinking. This can’t last forever, right?”
“Right.” That was what he was thinking.
“And it won’t,” Rodger said. “But for now, we leave them alone.
At least here they have each other. Winter is an awful hard time
to be homeless.”
“That’s for sure,” Phil said.
Movement caught his eye from outside his passenger side
window. He turned. Not far from the truck was a small boy, dressed
in too-big clothes, dirt smudges crusted under his nostrils from
which snot ran freely. The boy caught his eye, held it a moment,
then turned and ran.
“What do you say we get out of here?” Rodger asked. “You got
your look. This place gives me the creeps.”
“I can’t believe you’re going through with it,” Rodger said.
“Are you telling me you’re not curious what’s going on down
there?”
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“Of course, but the stories coming out of there,” he said, his
voice a little too loud. “It’s not just theft anymore, Phil. People
have been reporting missing animals.”
“Rodger, would you please stop scaring my clientele?” A middleaged waitress in a sky-blue uniform appeared before them with
a steaming carafe in hand. “What can I get you, hon?” Dorothy
asked Phil as she topped off the sheriff’s coffee.
“I’ll have the special,” Phil said, closing his menu and sliding it
across the counter.
“Good choice,” Dorothy said. “My Charlie’s stew is just to die
for.” She looked over the top of her glasses at Rodger. “Sheriff?”
“I’ll just stick with coffee.”
Phil’s eyes scanned the bulletin board behind him. There were
a couple ads, cars for sale, a handyman service, but most of the
space was reserved for lost pets. It was unnerving how many flyers
for missing dogs there were, at least ten, one overlapping the next.
“How did you get the invite?” Rodger asked.
“I found a guy digging through the dumpster at my hotel. Gave
him a twenty, said I wanted to talk to Simon.”
“Yeah, well, just be on your guard.”
“You’re really worried about this,” Phil said.
“Damn right I am. Used to be the worst thing that happened
around here was a couple of kids necking in a car by the highway.
Now we’ve got so many reported thefts we don’t have time to
investigate.”
“And you’re sure it’s them?”
“You saw how many of them there are down there. They aren’t
saints. That’s for sure. And they’ve got to get money somewhere.”
“Well, they can’t do anything to me. I’ve told everyone I’m
going.”
“I hope you’re right.” He grew quiet, watching pedestrians pass.
A few minutes later, a bowl of something thick and brown and
hot front of him, Phil asked, “Why haven’t you done anything
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about it?”
“What would you do?” the sheriff asked. “Roust them from the
land? Drive them out of town?”
“Something like that, yeah.”
“Think about it. Where would they go? Ever since the packing
plant closed, unemployment’s never been higher, but that doesn’t
account for all of them. There’s hundreds of them. Hell, there could
be a thousand. You think I want them on the streets of my town?”
“Of course not,” Phil said. “Anyone ever think about helping
them?”
“And how would we go about doing that? The county hasn’t got
two dimes to rub together. We can’t afford to support that horde
out there. The soup kitchens on the church rotation are already
at full capacity. You think they could handle a few hundred more
every night?”
“So what’s the answer?”
“They’ve gotten about all they can from Hamilton County.
There’s only so much they can steal from us. Pretty soon, they’ve
got to move on.”
Phil shook his head.
“What?” Rodger said. “Not what you were hoping to hear?”
Phil laughed. “Maybe I’m just not used to hearing the truth
from an elected official.”
The bell over the door rang, and into the restaurant came a
young blond. Lacking makeup and covered in grime, she was still
a beauty. She had a fairy’s delicate features and an upturned nose.
Her eyes were focused on Phil and Rodger. They were a brilliant
green, and in them was a seriousness that seemed at odds with her
face.
“I think that’s my guide,” Phil said, standing and dropping bills
on the counter.
“Phil,” Rodger said. “I know you. When you get a bug up your
ass to do something stupid, there’s no stopping you. Just do me a
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favor and be careful.”
Her name was Carmen. She looked so young, but she spoke like
someone who had already lived a lifetime. There was a gravity to
her stare, a maturity in her eyes that had defied her youth. Growing
up on the streets would do that, he supposed.
“We collect rainwater,” she said, pointing to a giant plastic
swimming pool on the west side of the makeshift city. “And our
runners fill their bottles from peoples’ hoses before the sun comes
up.”
They rode bicycles, pulling trailers behind them. They could be
seen all over town, patrolling the streets by day like flea-ridden
policemen. Carmen had showed him a station where they would
drop off their wares and hand over the bike for the next man on
duty.
“How many runners do you have?” Phil asked.
She didn’t answer, just pushed through a group of rough men
waiting in line for a cup of broth from a large iron pot. It was
thinner than the stew in Phil’s belly, but the same shade of brown.
Phil took a second to look at the men. They were lean and hard.
Their eyes were cold, dead. They stared at Phil, but if it was with
hate or envy or shame, he couldn’t guess. They parted for Carmen,
nodding to her with respect as she passed.
“How long have you been here?”
She threw a look back over her shoulder and kept walking. Phil
wasn’t sure, but he didn’t think it was him she was looking at. He
turned as well, and saw the men were watching after them.
“Where did you come here from?”
“Dallas,” she said.
Phil had gotten so used to her not answering that he had to
scramble for a follow-up. “What happened? I mean, how did you
end up here?”
“I was thirteen. I ran away when my mother married the man
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from the Dollar Store. He was a bad man.”
“That’s awfully young to be on your own.”
“I wasn’t alone long.” She stopped walking and stared toward
the large building he’d seen from the road, a wistfulness in her
eyes. For a moment, Phil thought she might start to cry. “Simon
found me. I was alone on the street. He saved me. When he came
here, he took me with him.”
“What’s Simon like?”
“You’ll see.”
They made it to the long hall in the center of the encampment
and Carmen pulled the dirty canvas flap aside to allow him entry.
Phil ducked and entered, unsure what he would find inside.
Sunlight spilled in through the doorway, and through cracks in
the walls, but most of the light came from torches on long poles
planted in the ground. A long table ran down the center of the
hall. It was really three or four tables put together, tablecloths
covering the joints.
Though they were standing on bare earth, there was a boardroom
feel about the place. The man at the head of the table sat in a
leather armchair, while the rest sat in folding chairs on either side.
The man at the head of the table stood. The jacket and pants
he wore hung off him. He was a skeleton, tall, gaunt, with striking
blue eyes that made the rest of him appear even shabbier.
“You must be Phil Templeton,” he said, coming around the side
of the table to shake hands.
His voice was rough, but melodic, a scratchy rumble Phil
associated with blues singers. His grip was stronger than Phil had
expected from one so skinny, the fingers long and cold.
“Yes,” Phil said. “You must be Simon Heller.”
“Just Simon,” he said. “Please, sit down.”
He was grateful when Carmen sat next to him, creating a buffer
between Phil and a foul-smelling man with a bushy white beard
who rocked in his seat, eyes fixed on a spot on the table in front
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of him. The man wore a battered maroon coat that made him look
like a downtrodden Santa Claus.
Simon returned to his chair, threw a leg over the arm. “You’ve
been trying awful hard to get a meeting with me. Now I’m flattered,
naturally, but I’ve got to wonder why.”
“This place,” Phil said. “Fort Promise. It makes me curious. This
isn’t like anything I’ve ever seen before.”
“What, this?” Simon waved a hand in mock humility. “You’ve
never seen a group of like-minded individuals joining together for
a cause?”
Phil cleared his throat. “Pardon my saying this, but don’t most
people in your situation wait for the government to step in? You
know, social security, unemployment, homeless shelters?”
“Been there, done that. Look at these people. Half of us are
already close to retirement age. They’re supposed to be getting
ready for their golden years and the only thing they’ve got to look
forward to is more of the same bullshit. We’re tired of waiting.
That’s what brought everyone here.”
“How many of you are there?”
“There’s a lot of hungry people out there,” he said. “They needed
this place.”
“You didn’t answer my question.”
Simon sat forward. “Why are you so interested in us? What are
you hoping to gain from all this?”
“I’d like to know your story,” Phil said. “I’d like to write about it.
I think people would be interested to see what you’re doing here.”
“Some might be afraid.”
“Afraid of what?” Phil asked.
“We’re the kind of people the world has forgotten,” Simon said.
“Or maybe just the ones they’d like to forget. What do you think
the public would think, our huddled masses banding together,
organizing, doing something for themselves?”
“It might make people hopeful.”
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Simon laughed. “It doesn’t usually work that way.”
“How does it work?”
“It’s simple,” Simon said. “Camp Promise offers a place where
anyone is welcome, and no one gets turned away. If you provide,
you eat. If you don’t want to, you can take your chances out there
on your own.”
Camp, not Fort, Phil noted. The man is building an army, Rodger
had warned. “What if they don’t have a way to provide?”
“Everyone has something to offer,” Simon said, the flame from a
torch doing a playful dance in his eyes. “They may not know what
it is at first, but in the end, we’ve all got our part to play.”
“He likes you,” Carmen said as she saw Phil to the edge of Fort
Promise.
The wind had picked up, and the biting cold forced Phil’s hands
into his pockets. Carmen had her arms crossed, hands tucked into
her armpits. Her cheeks were red.
“What makes you say that?”
He turned back for a last look, kicking himself for not paying
better attention. He had meant to watch for anything strange, to
take mental note of all he saw, but he hadn’t been able to keep his
eyes off the girl.
“We don’t let strangers in,” she said. “Not this close to last
harvest.”
“Last harvest?”
Her smile was all eyes and teeth, but she remained silent.
“Why treat me like an outsider?” Phil asked. “Whatever
happened to ‘anyone is welcome?’ We all start off strangers.”
Her head turned with a flick of her hair, and her smile grew
mischievous. Phil felt guilty; his attraction was undeniable, but
she couldn’t be more than twenty. Younger, maybe.
“You know what I mean,” she said. “Your kind is different.”
“My kind?”
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She nodded. “People who never find themselves out here, never
have to go it alone on the street. You make it in the world without
even trying. You don’t even know how hard it is.”
“Is this that much easier?” Phil asked. “You say you were only
thirteen since you’ve been out there. Maybe you could make it
now.”
Carmen opened her mouth to answer, but no sound escaped her
lips. Instead, from behind them rose a noise, and the boy he had
seen when he was first scouting Fort Promise was there, watching
them from the surrounding high grass. He broke cover and ran,
dashing off behind the tall foliage as he went.
“Jimmy,” she called after him. “You quit that eavesdropping, you
hear?” She turned to Phil and said, “My brother.”
They had talked longer than he thought, for the shadows were
growing longer, and the winter sun was dropping ever faster in the
west. That made him anxious to leave, remembering his friend’s
warning about being there after dark. He wanted to stay with
Carmen, though.
From the first time he’d seen her, he’d been drawn to her. No
doubt lust played a part, but he felt there was more than that.
Something about her felt like it was pulling at him as surely as a
compass tugging the tip of the needle toward north.
“I’d better get going,” Phil said.
The path led up the slope to the flat spot at the top of the
declivity where he had left his car. Carmen shivered in the light
jacket she was wearing, clutching the lapels tight in her fists. Phil
opened the passenger seat and motioned to her.
“Get in,” he said. “I’ll turn the heater on.”
The conflict was plain on her face. She froze like a deer in the
road, one leg poised like she might turn and run. “I shouldn’t.”
“Nonsense,” Phil said. “It’s freezing. Just warm your hands up
at least.”
The prospect of warmth won out over fear. She started forward
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and Phil thought about how big a motivator hunger and cold
could be. She slid into the seat and put her hands over the vents,
gasping in relief as the heat soaked into her.
“Carmen,” Phil said. “Are you happy here?”
She laughed. “What’s happy got to do with it?” Her eyes
wandered, staring at the world outside her windows.
“You’re a beautiful girl. There’s nothing in the world you couldn’t
have. It just seems…”
She looked back at him, her eyes haunted. “I’ve got to be getting
back,” she said, but her hands stayed over the vents.
“Sure,” Phil said, afraid he’d pushed too hard. “Let me drive you
back, at least.”
“No, that’s okay.” She opened the door to the car and was gone
before he could say a word.
When the car’s overhead light turned off, he saw a man not ten
feet from the car. He was huge, bearded, and sitting atop a bicycle.
He held a red metal pole of some kind in his hand, perhaps an old
broom or mop handle, the end cut into a jagged point. The red
paint was shaved off to reveal the shiny metal beneath. Backing
the car away, Phil could feel the man’s eyes on him all the way to
the road back to town.
When the boy came, Phil was surprised. He had expected a runner,
but he had been hoping for Carmen. She hadn’t been far from his
thoughts since leaving Fort Promise.
“Jimmy, right?” Phil said.
The boy nodded, but he shied away, taking two shuffling steps
backward for each of Phil’s steps forward. “He wants to see you
again.”
With his heavily-freckled face and dark hair that was all
cowlicks, Jimmy looked nothing like his sister. He was lean, with a
rat’s mouth that twisted toward his flattened nose. He still had the
smudges under his nostrils, marking the perpetual motion of snot.
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“He does?” Phil was at once excited and nervous. “Right now?”
“No. He’s not at camp now. He says to come at four o’clock.”
The boy was scanning the street, eyes panning back and forth,
though they were alone on the sidewalk. He looked behind him
more than once, as if expecting an attack. His furtive glances and
his hopping from foot to foot was making Phil jumpy.
“Is your sister going to be there?”
The boy looked confused. He wiped the snot on his lip with the
back of his hand, moving it around rather than cleaning it. After a
moment, he nodded. Then, he ran.
Jimmy had to lift his feet high to avoid tripping in the oversized
shoes he wore. They dangled off his feet like a clown’s. He was
around the corner and gone in seconds, leaving Phil alone in the
open doorway.
He had lunch at the diner before returning to Fort Promise,
enjoying another bowl of the stew while writing questions for
Simon in his notebook. His eyes were drawn to the bulletin board
again, and he saw the pictures of two dogs that he didn’t remember
being there before.
“I’m headed out to the camp on old man Partain’s place,” Phil
said.
“Are you, now?” Dorothy said, and filled his coffee.
“Yeah. I’m a writer. I’m working on a story.”
She huffed, a sound that could have meant she wasn’t impressed
or that she hated reporters or that she held Fort Promise and
Simon Heller in disdain. She didn’t stay to clarify. As soon as his
cup was full she was gone and at the table by the window, taking
an old man’s order.
He didn’t know why he told her. No one in town had expressed
a positive opinion on the folks at Fort Promise, but they hadn’t
given him a good reason, either. Maybe they were just afraid of
anything new interrupting the life they’d always known.
He started off at three-forty, after putting on his best jacket and
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slacks. He debated wearing a tie, but he didn’t want to overdo it.
He knew how silly it was, but he was dressing for Carmen.
The sun was low in the sky when he arrived, already touching
the tips of the tallest trees on the horizon. The thought of being
there after dark unnerved him. He called Rodger.
“You have reached the automated…”
“Shit.” He waited for the beep, then hung up without leaving a
message. He tried again. No answer.
Fort Promise was alive with activity. People were rolling up
tents, pulling up stakes and loading items onto wheeled carts.
There were black trash bags thrown in the middle of the makeshift
street, piled high in the center, a pyramid of refuse reaching for
the heavens.
It hit Phil then: they were all women. There was not a man to be
seen on the square, and there wasn’t a bicycle in sight. All of the
runners must be on duty.
He scanned the faces for Carmen but she wasn’t among them.
Jimmy poked him in the back with a finger, urging him forward.
The flap over the door to the hall was hanging at an awkward
angle, the light from inside making it look like a mouth with a
lopsided smile.
“Take a seat, Phil,” Simon Heller said as he entered the hall.
There were less people seated at the table this time, only four in
all. They were all men, and Phil recognized the one who had seen
him in the car with Carmen. He was pleased to see the makeshift
spear was not in his hand.
It was colder in the hall than it had been the last time Phil was
there. Only three of the torches were lit, and the dance of the
flames sent shadows leaping and whirling in the corners, ghosts
moving in the periphery of Phil’s vision. He kept his eyes forward,
not chasing their motion.
“I’ve been thinking about what you said,” Simon said. “About
people feeling hopeful about what we’re doing. Maybe it would be
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a good idea to show them what’s happening here.”
“Do you mind if I record?”
Simon held out both hands, palms up. “Be my guest.”
Phil set his cell phone on the table, the voice recorder app open.
He saw movement in the doorway, the flap of canvas swaying as
if taken by a breeze. A gap in the fabric revealed Jimmy’s spying
eyes. Phil winked before giving his full attention to Simon.
“Where should we start?” Simon said.
“How about hope?” Phil said. “You call this place Promise. What
exactly are you promising?”
“A fair shake. A chance to be judged not for how you dress and
what you’re worth, but what you do.”
“You say that everyone has to do their part. What happens if for
some reason you stop pulling your weight?”
Once again there was motion at the doorway, but this time it was
Carmen who moved the flap aside. She entered the room, scanned
the crowd, and made her way to the table. Phil was dismayed
when she passed him, and that feeling was doubled when she sat
on Simon’s lap.
He grabbed her thigh roughly. “That doesn’t happen here.
There’s always a way to be useful. If you stop being useful in one
capacity, we find a way for you to provide in another. Isn’t that
right, babe?”
Carmen looked shaky. Twice her eyes lifted toward Phil, but
neither time could she hold his gaze. Simon had to pinch her to
get her attention. Her eyes went wide, but didn’t seem to focus.
“Uh-huh,” she said, rubbing at the red spot on her arm.
“Do you think you could give me an example?” Phil said.
“That’s a great idea.” Simon shoved Carmen aside to stand.
“Clay,” he said, gesturing to one of his men, a short man with wide
shoulders and black fingerless gloves.
A hand crashed down on his wrist, an iron grip holding it fast
to the table. Clay struck him with his free hand on the side of the
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head, and Phil saw stars.
“What’s—”
The hand grabbed the back of Phil’s neck and forced his face
down onto the table with a thump. Dizziness and nausea washed
over him, and his mouth watered. Splinters bit into his cheek as
it dragged across the rough surface. In a strangely lucid moment
Phil realized that the tablecloths that had been there last time
were gone.
“You wanted an example?”
He could hear Simon, but he saw only Carmen. Her eyes were
huge, filled with horror.
“You’re the example, you see? You say you want to help us, but I
can’t just go have you broadcasting what we’re doing to the world.
That just wouldn’t do. So you’re going to be of use in another way.”
“Simon, please.” It was Carmen.
“Shut up, woman.” Simon’s face appeared inches from Phil’s,
obscuring the girl. “I’m sorry it had to end this way.” There was a
sincerity in his voice that disturbed Phil more than his anger. “I
really am.”
Phil squirmed and bucked, but all he managed to do was scrape
his cheek even more. Something hit him in the back, along his
spine, and he went still. A chill went through him, and he moved
his legs to make sure they still worked.
“The sheriff,” Phil managed to say. It came out a rough squeak.
“He knows where I am. He’ll be looking for me.”
“Not tonight,” Simon said. “He’s got his hands full tonight.”
“What?”
“Tonight’s Last Harvest, you see.” He sighed and sat on the edge
of the table, half a foot from Phil’s nose. “All of my guys are out
there right now, getting ready for full dark. Tonight, anything in
Hamilton that’s not nailed down is going to be taken. They’re not
going to be subtle about it, either. Every bike, every hunk of scrap
metal, anything they can get their hands on they’re going to take.
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So, you see, your sheriff will be too busy to worry about you.”
“But he’ll be here,” Phil said. “Tomorrow at the latest.”
“I’m sure he will,” Simon said. “And all of this,” he gestured at
his kingdom, in all its shabby glory. “All of this will be gone.”
They’ve gotten about all they can from Hamilton County. Once
again, Phil heard his friend’s words. Pretty soon, they’ve got to move
on.
“What about me?” Phil said, but he knew the answer. The
reports: it wasn’t just property stolen, but pets. All manner of
animals had been disappearing.
“You’ll be coming with us,” Simon said, and for a moment Phil
had hope. “At least, your body will. You’ll go a long way towards
keeping our people fed. You’ve got a little meat on you.”
Phil’s struggles just made Clay tighten his grip. He lifted
Phil’s head and slammed it back down into the table. Phil tried
to scream, but all that came out were strangled grunts and cries.
When he saw the blade, he thrashed even harder. It was a brown,
rusty thing with a jagged edge. Every muscle in Phil’s body went
tight, spasming as he fought, but when it bit into his neck, he went
limp. The sound it made as it tore into him reminded him of his
summers at his father’s, the sound his handsaw made when it ran
across a tree branch.
An odd humming sound filled his ears and he smelled something
animal, a musky, coppery scent that was at once foreign and
familiar. Black started to press in on the sides of his eyes, like the
shadows were growing larger and threatening to engulf the room.
He focused on Carmen, who was on the ground beside the table,
arms wrapped around herself. Her tears were flowing freely, her
knees tucked to her chest as she watched, shivering. She was the
last thing Phil saw as his vision faded. He reached his hand out
to her, tried tell her it was okay, but blood filled his mouth, and
a warmth came over him that he wished he could share with her.
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